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Abstract 
The use of gearboxes for power transfer is widespread throughout industry. However, machines 
today are operating at higher speeds than ever before and gear failures such as wear or tooth 
breakage is serious and legitimate concerns. Incipient fault detection in gears has thus become 
the subject of intensive investigation and at this stage of development, there are many 
competing condition monitoring methods based on vibration signal analysis.  
This thesis summarizes the research steps taken after a review of (i) current maintenance 
strategies, (ii) gearbox condition monitoring techniques and gear vibration fundamental and 
common gearbox failure modes, (iii) new approach called in-situ blocked force.  
A test rig was built, designed and fabricated for experimental data collection. The experimental 
work was carried out using a healthy spur gear and one suffering from tooth breakage with two 
levels of faults; 25% and 85%.  
This study reports the use of the blocked force to characterize the gear mesh interactions; the 
advantage is to remove the effect of the housing, and to get a signal, which is more 
representative of the source mechanisms from which it is generated. Under certain assumptions 
the blocked forces are an intrinsic property of the vibration source. For example, a given 
vibration source, such as gear, hypothetically operating in the same conditions could produce 
different vibration signals when installed in different housings, however, the blocked forces 
theoretically are the same in both cases.  
The blocked force represents a property independent of the noise generating mechanisms and 
is therefore invariant to the gearbox housing. It is proposed that this invariance yields a signal 
more amenable to fault detection.  
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In this thesis, assessment of the condition of a gearbox in a test rig is based on vibration analysis 
but, contrary to standard condition monitoring techniques, this research uses the blocked force 
signal instead of acceleration signals.  
FFT has applied to transform the time domain signal to frequency domain and identify the 
spectrum of the shaft and mesh frequency. However, the low pass filter has been applied to 
filter the signal above the 1000 Hz and subjected to statistical parameters.  
Conventional parameters using the time domain of the vibration signal (kurtosis, RMS, crest 
factor and skewness) were used for detecting and diagnosing the faults by applying them to 
filtered signals. As a result, the noise might be removed or reduced but the effect of the housing 
remains. Then, the total energy was also applied to detect the presence of the faults by 
combination with EMD, and the results compared with those obtained by the conventional 
parameters.  
However, the blocked force signal obtained through the inverse procedure was filtered using 
the same filter which was used for fault detection alternatively to conventional signal. 
Moreover, the aim was to use BF as a signal for condition monitoring purposes.  
Parameters (namely Kurtosis, crest factor and total energy) were then applied to filtered BF 
signals to identify the condition of the machine. The results obtained based on filtered BF 
signals were compared to ones obtained based on conventional signals. 
The comparison between the results obtained from the acceleration signals and BF signals 
shows that (a) the blocked force can be used to remove or eliminate the effect of the housing; 
(b) the trends of kurtosis and crest factor and total energy are more consistent with the severity 
of the fault. Additionally, the parameters applied to the blocked force signals can offer more 
effective way of all those tested to detect faults than conventional acceleration signal at least 
for this case study.  
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   Chapter 1 
 
1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an overview of various strategies for the condition monitoring (CM) of 
engineering machinery and equipment. It introduces the idea of blocked force before providing 
information on a variety of existing CM systems and techniques available. It then introduces 
the aims and objectives of this research followed by a description of the structure and flow of 
this thesis.   
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1.1 Introduction  
It is a common fact that machines contain combinations of various kinematic linkages 
mechanically assembled together. When these machines are in operating mode, these linkages 
produce characteristic sounds and vibrations, often termed as vibration signatures, which are 
specific to the individual machine depending on their structural design. Identification of these 
vibration signatures is of prime importance in determining, at an early stage, faults that could 
otherwise cause structural damage.       
These days, run-to-failure is considered an expensive and inefficient approach to CM for most 
processes and manufacturing operations. Alternative CM systems that depend on the 
continuous collection and analysis of machine data have proved more acceptable and desirable 
because of their capability to offer early stage detection of machinery faults [1]. Selecting a 
suitable CM system is a significant part of guaranteeing increased machine availability, 
performance and life span, in addition to a reduction of spare parts stocks and breakdown 
maintenance.  
CM methods have proved their worth in terms of efficiency, economics and convenience, with 
a variety of techniques used successfully to provide an efficient, reliable, and accurate CM 
method which can also be easily implemented [2, 3].   
Research into, and implementation of continuous CM methods, has delivered the above-
mentioned benefits, but the majority of implementations has been either on a specific type of 
machine or to cure a particular class of problem [4].    
For example, internally the teeth on gears are often exposed to various sources of errors such 
as wear, backlash, play etc. These errors can result in geometrical misalignments, which can 
cause the entire mechanical assembly to vibrate. It is often impractical to monitor the vibrations 
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generated from the core elements such as bearing and gears during the operation of the gearbox 
due to reasons such as limited access to the assembly [5].   
CM is often employed so as to provide advance warning of mechanical failure of e.g. gears and 
bearings. The benefits are that maintenance can be planned and down time avoided. CM 
conventionally applies signal-processing techniques to vibration signals, typically measured on 
housing. Other techniques, such as oil analysis, will not be considered in this thesis. However, 
condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a maintenance program that recommends maintenance 
decisions based on the information collected through condition monitoring [4, 5]. Diagnostics 
and prognostics are two important aspects in a CBM program. CBM plays an important role in 
reducing unscheduled machine downtime and avoiding catastrophic accidents in industrial 
enterprises. The following section presents current maintenance strategies. 
1.2 Maintenance strategies  
Selecting the most appropriate CM system is important to maximise machine availability, 
performance and life span, and minimise spare parts inventories and break down maintenance 
[6]. Companies search continuously to find the best methods to reduce the cost of maintenance; 
mitigate possible injuries to personnel or damage to the local environment. However, the main 
objective of maintenance is to prevent machine and/or production failure and production losses. 
Maintenance strategies can be divided into three different categories: 
  Breakdown maintenance: Machines are run until they fail, and are then repaired; a 
crude method of operation that can be very expensive in terms of lost output and 
machine damage, it may also lead to dangerous occurrences [7]. 
 Preventive maintenance: Also called time-based maintenance, machines are 
thoroughly inspected and tested at set intervals and any necessary maintenance carried 
out to remedy faults present found within the system [8]. 
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 Predictive maintenance: This strategy requires continuous monitoring of equipment 
to detect and diagnose defects. Only when a defect is detected, is maintenance work 
planned and executed [2]. 
The main objectives for maintenance can be summarised as follows [2]: 
 To improve/maintain productivity. 
 To minimize the number of repairs and replacement routines. 
 To extend the life of the machine. 
 To ensure a high quality of products. 
For maintenance, the plant equipment can be classified into three categories [2]. 
1. Critical equipment: expensive to repair, or takes a long time to repair. 
2. Essential equipment: affects the next stage of the process. 
3. General equipment: is not critical to the process and does not affect plant operations 
when it is broken.  
1.3 Condition Monitoring 
CM of machinery is defined as the process of detecting and diagnosing faults within machines 
enabling prevention of failure of critical and essential machinery [3, 9]. 
The fundamental purpose of CM is to ascertain reliability/unreliability of a machines’ 
mechanical condition through measurement of pertinent properties of the system such as 
temperature, oil pressure, electrical current, vibration level and performance level [3]. 
For a successful CM system the following four stages may be carefully considered; sensor 
selection, feature extraction, feature comparison and decision process determination, see 
Figure (1.1). 
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Figure 1-1 Condition monitoring system implementation 
The demand for CM has increased as companies have tried to minimise the consequences of 
machine failures, use existing maintenance resources more effectively, and increase 
profitability. Some of the technical factors which have increased this demand include [10] 
 The increased cost of maintenance due to increased labour and material costs. 
 Increased automation of production to maintain competitiveness. 
 The expectation of increasing quality of products by customers. 
 Increased quality required to meet new product liability legislation. 
 Increased safety and reliability expectations reinforced by current legislation. 
1.4 Types of Condition Monitoring Systems  
These days, run-to-failure is an unwanted approach for most processes and manufacturing 
operations. The present strategy is to implement methods, which may be more complex and 
expensive at the implementation stage but can be cost effective in the long run. These include 
strategies such as real-time detection systems which can provide real-time information for the 
engineer to allow detection and diagnosis of a fault in its very early stages [3]. Selection of a 
suitable and appropriate advanced CM system can significantly improve cost effectiveness in 
terms of efficient performance of the machine which can promise a longer lifespan while 
minimising unnecessary downtime [6].  
There are two types of such CM systems: periodic and permanent. Periodic monitoring (also 
called off-line CM) is a system in which the machine data is recorded periodically and saved 
for analysis at a later stage. The analysis may be done in an office environment where there 
would be techniques available for advanced data analyses [9].  
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In contrast, the permanent monitoring system comprises a permanently mounted set of sensors 
or transducers, which can provide data continuously. Although the permanent mounting of 
sensors may be relatively expensive, this has advantages in scenarios such as:  
 unavailability of suitable personnel to perform maintenance tasks, such as is often the 
case in remote sites, e.g. offshore pumping systems 
 continuous monitoring is required to detect the fault at as early a stage as possible to 
avoid failures  
 an immediate response is required to shut down the whole system; and 
 in hazardous environments where, for example, the presence of high temperatures, toxic 
or poisonous gases, exclude the possibility of a human carrying out the necessary 
maintenance measurements [9]. 
Conventionally, signal-processing techniques are applied by CM systems on various types of 
signals. These signals may be vibration or sound pressure levels, thermal variations and 
dangerous emissions. The determination of all or any of, these signals can lead to efficient fault 
detection within the associated mechanical parts such as gears, bearings, shafts etc. Figure (1.2) 
is presented the generalized theory of condition monitoring [9]. 
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Figure 1-2 Condition Monitoring framework [11]  
As can be seen from the figure (1.2) the first box shows that there is a data acquisition device, 
whose primary function is to acquired data from the system. Examples of these would include 
measurement devices such as thermometers, accelerometers, or strain gauges. The second box 
comprises the data analysis device, whose function is to analyse the acquired data. Many 
methods, some of which will be described in the next chapter have been proposed in this regard. 
The methods include using wavelets, the Fourier transform, and the Wagner-Ville distribution. 
Feature selection is a process where specific aspects of the data, which are good indicators of 
faults in the structure, are identified and quantified. 
The decision making device is an infrastructure whose primary function is to take the features 
and interpret these features. The outcome of the decision making device is the identification of 
faults [11]. 
1.5 Condition Monitoring Techniques 
Specific CM techniques are often associated with specific measurement types [12]. Although 
the following section provides details of the above measurement types, vibration analysis 
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technique is emphasised in this thesis and therefore the trend of this report will gradually focus 
on it. For completeness sake the following sections presents all the above measurement 
methods, even though the techniques will not be used in this research. CM techniques in 
common use today; 
1.5.1 Vibration Monitoring 
Vibrations are a repetitive response of a system caused by the non-uniform movement of 
components. Vibrations in healthy machinery arise due to unbalance, transmission error in 
gears, rolling contact of bearings and impact of other parts. However, as faults develop then 
additional sources of vibration arise due to such factors as wear causing loosening of parts, 
bearing faults, gear tooth breakage, cracks in components, corrosion, etc. In addition, all 
components in the assembly generate their own unique frequencies depending on the nature of 
their geometries and operation, and the type of fault that occurs [13].  
Vibration analysis is one of the most important condition monitoring techniques that is applied 
in real life. Most of the defects encountered in the rotating machinery give rise to a distinct 
vibration pattern (vibration signature) and hence most faults can be identified using vibration 
signature analysis techniques. Vibration Monitoring is the ability to record and identify 
vibration “Signatures” which makes the technique so powerful for monitoring rotating 
machinery.  
Vibration measurement has been widely used to detect and monitor at least the following 
conditions on rotating machines [13]:  
 Misalignment and/or damage of gear teeth, 
 Unbalance parts in rotating machinery, 
 Pits and cracks in the component parts of rolling element bearings,  
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 Misalignment and cracks in shafts, 
 Loose parts including excessive wear in e.g. sleeve bearings, 
 Deterioration due to a wide range of causes: broken parts, corrosion, erosion, etc.  
 Component resonance. 
As mentioned above, vibration analysis is one of the most widely applied technologies for CM 
of rotating equipment, including gears and bearings because features extracted from the 
vibration signals can accurately reflect the condition of the machine. Also, it has been chosen 
for this work because it is easy to implement comparing to others such as airborne acoustics. 
This research focuses on the use of vibration analysis. However, we are trying to achieve more 
information about the source and for that the vibration is more useful to obtain the detailed 
information about the source. 
1.5.2 Acoustic Monitoring 
This technique measures the acoustic or airborne noise signals radiated from machines, because 
machines in which a fault causes vibration will invariably also produce noise. Microphones, 
which are relative easy to install, are used to pick up these sound signals. Microphones are 
remote and non-intrusive, have a higher frequency range than accelerometers and thus are 
capable of providing more information. This makes acoustic monitoring an attractive option 
for on-line CM. The biggest single problem with acoustic monitoring is usually the 
contamination of the signals by background noise [14]. 
1.5.3 Oil Analysis  
This technique is based on analysing the machine’s lubrication oil [2]. Oil analysis is performed 
during routine predictive maintenance to provide meaningful and accurate information on 
lubricant and machine condition. It is mostly used on equipment for which it is difficult to carry 
out a vibration or airborne sound analysis, such as when many moving components are close 
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together, or when the transducer cannot be physically mounted at a suitable location. Oil 
analysis is typically used in compressors, gas turbines, reciprocating engines and gearboxes 
[10].  
1.5.4 Thermal, Visual and Aural Monitoring 
These are other monitoring methods, which use the senses of relevant personnel. These include 
touch to feel the temperature, visual to generally monitor the system, hearing to detect uneven 
sounds and smell for any signs of overheating or burning. The monitoring of temperature is 
also conveniently carried out by using advanced temperature monitoring systems such as 
thermal imaging cameras that detect thermal energy using infrared thermography technology. 
Due to their non-contact nature, these cameras can be used to monitor temperatures of electrical 
motors and other rotating components where wired thermocouples sensors are difficult to 
install [3]. 
1.6 Fault Detection and Diagnosis in Gears  
Fault detection and diagnosis of vibration in machines is driven by the measurement of cyclic 
forces generated by the drive shafts. These are modulated forces and can increase with the 
rotational speed of the machine. It is often found that these occur in integer multiples. These 
forces can be representative of the type of fault that generates them, i.e. a broken gear tooth 
would produce a cyclic vibration at its meshing frequency, which is the product of the number 
of teeth and the gear’s rotational speed.  
Fault detection can be defined as: identification of the existence of a fault in machinery without 
knowing the root cause. 
Fault diagnosis is defined as: identifying the fault, so that corrective actions can be taken. 
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Fault prognostics is defined as: enabling the prediction of failure in machines resulting in 
benefits to plant operators such as shorter downtimes, higher operation reliability, reduced 
operations and maintenance cost, and more effective maintenance and logistics planning. 
1.7 Characteristics of Gearbox Vibration 
At this point, it is very important to understand the characteristics of vibration generation 
phenomenon prior to using vibration as an effective and efficient monitoring strategy for a gear 
transmission system.  
According to Welbourn, geometric errors are the prominent sources of gearbox vibrations: i.e. 
the difference between the actual orientation/position of the gear and the ideal 
orientation/position of the gear [15]. These geometric errors can be divided into imperfections 
inherent to the gears i.e. errors built-in at the time of the manufacture, and elastic deformations 
at the time of teeth meshing, all of which contribute to the overall vibration produced in the 
machine. 
As explained earlier, vibrations are produced at the gear meshing frequency and transmitted; 
however, there may be multiple harmonics present. The important factors for any CM method 
are the sidebands to these frequencies, which are separate from the gearbox shaft frequency.   
Randall [16] classified the main causes of the vibrations generated by the gear meshing, due 
to:  
1) Deviations from the ideal tooth profile producing a vibration signal at𝑓𝑚, the tooth-meshing 
frequency, 
2) Variations in tooth loading which generate amplitude modulation, 
3) Fluctuations in the rotational speed, and/or non-uniform tooth spacing which produce 
frequency modulation effects, and 
4) Local tooth faults, which generate additional impulses.  
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When meshing of the gears takes place, both the magnitude and direction of the load on the 
tooth become time-variant which causes the tooth deflection to vary [17]. This results in the 
production of a dominant vibration at the gear meshing frequency and its harmonics  𝑓𝑚 ; 
𝑓𝑚 = 𝜔𝑝𝑁𝑃 = 𝜔𝑔𝑁𝑔 (1-1) 
 
where Np, Ng = number of teeth on pinion and gear respectively and 𝜔𝑝, 𝜔𝑔 are rotational 
speeds of the pinion and gear respectively (these frequencies can be expected to appear in the 
vibration signals).  
The sidebands around the fundamental gear mesh frequency are given by the sum of the mesh 
frequency and rotational speeds of the gear or pinion [10]. 
 
𝑓𝑠𝑝 = 𝑓𝑚 ± 𝜔𝑝 
(1-2) 
 
  
𝑓𝑠𝑔 = 𝑓𝑚 ± 𝜔𝑔 (1-3) 
  
where  𝑓𝑠𝑝 , 𝑓𝑠𝑔 are sidebands around the fundamental gear mesh frequencies.  
Each gear set generates a unique frequency spectrum, which is highly dependent upon the speed 
of rotation of the participating gears [18]. The important fundamental gear-mesh frequency is 
the product of the number of gear teeth and the speed of rotation of the gear. The gear-mesh 
frequencies can show as transients in the spectrum when the transmission is subjected to 
angular acceleration and as harmonics is operating at a steady speed [4].  
Today, it is common practice to place an accelerometer on, say, a gearbox housing and measure 
the vibration even though the measurement point is some distance away from the gearbox 
components, which are the actual source of the vibration. Such an approach separates the 
source from the measuring sensor, and the vibration signal actually measured may not 
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completely represent the actual vibration of the source [19]. This research will use an inverse 
method, which has the ability to propagate the vibration back to its source from signals 
measured on the surface of housing, thereby potentially removing the effect of the housing.   
Generally, the vibration or other signal acquired from machine housing, will be composed of a 
number of components including background noise and resonances, and will include the effect 
of the housing on the signal, which can be a major issue for the standard CM techniques. Whilst 
the effect of the noise can be removed, or at least reduced, in measured data, the effect of the 
assembly housing remains. However, signals contaminated with noise can be cleaned by being 
filtered to remove the noise and leave the data associated with the actual fault [20].  
In this work it is proposed that in-situ blocked force approach [19] be used to remove the effect 
of the housing, leaving data more suited to CM techniques. The blocked force is the force 
required to constrain mechanical interface (such as the gearbox housing) so that its velocity is 
zero. Pre-determined frequency response functions (FRFs) measured on the coupled assembly 
can be used to back-propagate the signals to a source location. This method has becoming 
increasingly popular in vibro-acoustics because of its ability to independently characterise 
structure-borne [21-23].  
This research will assess the applicability of the blocked force method to machine CM, and its 
possible advantages when testing both healthy and faulty gears. Results will be compared to 
those obtained by other signal types, such as housing acceleration. 
It is hypothesised that the blocked force method (BF) will improve consistency in the measured 
signals from a given component, even when the sensor is mounted on a variety of different 
machines and that this will lead to more, robust and repeatable fault detection criteria.    
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1.8 Aim  
The aim of this research is to test the use of the blocked force method to determine if there is a 
significant advantage in using the blocked force signal as opposed to housing acceleration or 
radiated sound pressure for CM purposes, specifically the detection and diagnosis of fault 
signals from a gearbox.   
1.9 Objectives 
In order to achieve above aim, the following objectives will be adopted: 
1. Review the most successful signal processing methods used for identifying common 
gear failure modes. 
2. Introduce existing conventional signal processing and analysis methods such as time-
domain and frequency-domain.  
3. Review the blocked force method and its applications.  
4. Design and construct model gearbox.  
5. Carry out preliminary measurements on an existing test rig.  
6. Implement to detect the seeded faults and evaluate their severity using simple and more 
advanced signal processing analysis.  
7. Implement the same signal processing analysis to detect faults based on blocked force 
signals.  
1.10 Organisation of the Thesis 
This thesis is organised as follows:  
Chapter 2: surveys the literature on signal processing techniques used to process CM signals.  
Chapter 3: Focusses on illustrating the blocked forces. The basic concepts of blocked forces 
are explained. Source activity of source parameters is introduced. Also it provides an 
introduction to the inverse problem, with a review of the mathematical background of inverse 
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methods. The matrix inversion method for the indirect determination of operational forces is 
reviewed. A simplified measurement procedure, using a fully defined receiver structure, is 
proposed for the determination of approximate blocked forces.  
Chapter 4: Presents the test rig, accelerometer mounting techniques, the data acquisition 
system and the test rig components. 
Chapter 5: Presents some of preliminary measurements of blocked forces using a simple beam 
structure and complex gearbox test rig.  
Chapter 6: Reports the application of fault detection techniques to identify faults in the model 
gear.  
Chapter 7:  Reports the use of blocked force signals to enhance fault detection in the model 
gear. 
Chapter 8: Discussion, conclusion and recommendations for future work. 
35 
 
Chapter 2 
2 Background and context 
Many condition monitoring techniques and technologies have been established with the 
intention of achieving the efficient detection and identification of faults within the mechanical 
transmission system. This chapter presents a review of relevant literature concerned with the 
condition monitoring of gearboxes using vibration signals. The time domain, frequency domain 
and time-frequency domains of the measured signals are discussed, and simple and more 
complex parameters for their analysis and fault detection are presented.  
Usually, the measurement emphasis is on the use of accelerometers sited on the gearbox 
housing to detect vibrations from the core elements and identify the main sources of vibration. 
This chapter introduces briefly the in-situ blocked force as a possible alternative to housing 
vibration for general use in vibration fault detection and diagnosis (or prognosis). 
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2.1 Introduction  
Condition monitoring (CM) is the process whereby a particular system, usually industrial 
machinery, has certain selected parameters monitored and any significant change in one or 
more of those parameters is taken to be an indication of a developing fault [11].  
Each machine has a specific vibration signature related to the structure and the condition of the 
machine. The vibration signature will also change with change of state of the machine. A 
change in the vibration can be used to detect incipient defects. This is the basics of condition 
monitoring  methods [24]. Condition monitoring can help to increase the profit of an 
organization through increased maintenance efficiency and by reducing the risk of accidents 
by preventing interruptions. Moreover, approximately 65% of industrial machinery failure is 
due to failure of gears such as pitting, spalling, cracking, wear [24]. This vibration mainly 
occurred due to excessive fault.    
Generally, damage to a system is any change in the system that adversely affects its current or 
future performance [25]. Obviously, it follows that damage is meaningful only if a comparison 
can be made between the healthy condition and the second condition. Thus the concept of 
damage extends to changes to the geometric and/or material properties of the system which 
adversely affect system connectivity and boundary conditions, to the detriment of present or 
future performance [26]. 
Commonly, damage releases energy, which is converted into vibrations. It is therefore possible 
to record and describe damage by examining the signal energy and signal power [27]. The 
damage types have different effects. They cause measurable physical phenomena, the signal 
characteristics of which permit a classification into damage types [28]. 
Presently, CM is advancing at a rapid rate due to the development of numerous digital signal-
processing techniques that are being applied for fault detection, diagnosis and prediction of 
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remaining life [25]. Generally, signal processing used for machine health diagnosis can be 
divided into time-domain analysis, frequency domain analysis, and joint time-frequency 
analysis [25, 29].  
Information contained in the vibration signal, and released on analysis, enables the planning of 
effective maintenance action [5, 30]. Information gained from the vibration signal allows the 
assessment of the health of the machine and stage of degradation, which is crucial for making 
maintenance decisions and predicting time to failure. Predictive methodologies have been 
developed based on physics-based modelling, system dynamics, data-driven evolutionary 
trends, statistical reliability, etc., [31].  
Diagnosis of a fault, for example, generally involves fault detection, isolation and 
identification. An abnormal condition is detected, the defective component determined and an 
estimate of the nature and extent of the fault made [32, 33]. Prognostics is the ability to 
accurately predict accurately the remaining life (time to failure) of a component, machine or 
system [31, 33]. Such an approach can improve system reliability, effectiveness of maintenance 
and logistic planning [34]. Prognostics has attracted considerable interest from both industry 
and the research community, and prognostic systems are being successfully used for 
monitoring the health condition of relatively simple rotating machines [35]. However, today, 
the complexity of machines and their associated systems is increasing rapidly, and there is a 
pressing need to develop prognostic techniques for real world complex systems [35]. 
Vibration signal analysis is well-suited for the CM of gearboxes because changes in the 
vibration signature is highly likely to be the result of a change in the condition of the gearbox. 
This is because defects such as a damaged tooth on a gear will alter both the magnitude and 
phase modulation of the gear’s vibration. Thus, in theory, changes in the vibration signal can 
be used to give some indication of the existence of a fault [36, 37].  
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It has been shown that the amplitude of the vibration signal will depend on both the magnitude 
and physical properties of the forces involved [38]. In addition, other sources of vibration will 
be present due to unwanted variations in the geometric and mechanical characteristics of the 
gears, these include the tooth stiffness, shaft misalignment, errors in gear profile and pitch, gear 
eccentricity and change in load on each tooth as a function of the angle of rotation [38].   
A number of techniques for condition monitoring have been developed during the last decades. 
These techniques generally include three basic steps; measurement of a physical quantity, 
determination of suitable condition monitoring parameter with advanced signal processing 
techniques and comparison of that parameter to standard values. The following section briefly 
discusses fault detection techniques. 
2.2 Techniques of Fault Detection   
A number of studies are presented on fault detection of gearboxes using various vibration 
analysis methods. Here we are going to review some of techniques used to detect and diagnose 
faults of gearboxes using vibration analysis. These techniques can be categorised into three 
areas: Time domain approach, Frequency domain approach and Time-Frequency domain 
approach. 
Typically, fault detection begins with the time-domain of the transducer signal (which will 
often be the output of an accelerometer) and many useful parameters can be extracted using 
time-domain statistical analysis.  
The condition of any rotating machinery can be estimated using techniques, which vary from 
simple level measurements to advanced signal processing. The main idea is to determine a 
relevant diagnostic parameter representing the degree, or state of development, of a fault. 
To extract relevant parameters, the time domain output signals from any measurement system 
are required to be interpreted and associated with faults in that machine. Industry, based on a 
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mix of trial and error, and engineering analysis, uses a number of parameters that have been 
assessed as suitable for the purpose of detecting the presence and level of a defect [39, 40].  
Statistical analysis is used to define the time-domain signal.  
In CM the most commonly used statistical parameters for signal assessment are the peak value, 
Root Mean Square (RMS) a measure of the energy contained within the signal, Crest Factor 
(CF) the ratio of peak value to the RMS value, and Kurtosis (K). These measures are well 
established for assessing the condition of gears [36]. Stevens et al., claim that such measures 
are most suitable for detection and diagnosis of faults when the faults add periodic pulses of 
short time duration onto the base vibration signal [41]. CF has been shown to be a sensitive 
indicator of the presence of incipient faults but as the damage progresses and becomes well 
advanced the CF value falls to the level of the undamaged components because the vibration 
signal becomes more random in character. Thus, statistical analyses based on CF and kurtosis 
are generally not suitable to detect the later stages of motor defects [42].   
These measures require the implementation of some form of averaging to help eliminate 
random noise. The simplest form of averaging is time domain averaging (TDA) [43, 44] which 
is the simple sum of equal length samples of the time domain signal and is a well-known 
method used with time-series analysis. Time synchronous averaging (TSA) is a more advanced 
noise reduction technique. If the system is undamaged, these methods of averaging produce 
useful time-series features. However, if there is a high variance in the residual error signal, i.e. 
as in the case of a damaged system, they may fail to produce usable predictions [45].  
 
To acquire frequency domain information from the time domain, transformation is necessary 
and this can be done using the Fourier Transform (including the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
and Digital Fourier Transform (DFT)) and time-frequency techniques [5], which may be 
complex and costly to implement, especially when dealing with a non-stationary signal. The 
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Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a historically important and commonly used transformation 
method, which converts a signal from the time domain into the frequency domain. The product 
of this conversion is a power spectrum that shows the energy contained in the specific 
frequencies of the time domain signal. This is very useful for analysing stationary signals 
whose frequency components do not change over time. 
Domain transform is a well-known classical signal processing technique and utilizes both 
Fourier and Inverse-Fourier analyses that estimate the spectrum (Fourier) and cepstrum 
(Inverse-Fourier) of the signals. The measured spectrum/cepstrum of a damaged gearbox is 
compared with the spectrum/cepstrum for the normal (undamaged) condition. This is often 
followed by the application of appropriate filtering to isolate frequency bands believed to be 
associated with specific kinds of faults. In a similar context, transformed domain analysis, 
envelope analysis, can also be performed to enhance the features obtained [46, 47].  
It is possible to view both time and frequency information simultaneously in a three or two 
dimensional time frequency plot. The changes in particular frequency components may be 
related to particular instances in time, allowing the possibility of improved fault location [48]. 
Each method of time-frequency analysis has its own advantages/disadvantages, but they all 
require the setting of a number of parameters such as window type (e.g. Hanning), length and 
overlap and lead to very similar time frequency results. The Short Time Fourier Transform 
(STFT) was developed to overcome such problems and can be considered as a compromise 
between time-frequency based analyses of a signal. The STFT exploits a time window to divide 
the main signal into smaller parts, each part is then assumed to be a stationary signal allowing 
application of the FT [49]. The process is referred to as the STFT because the main signal is 
separated into small time intervals. Therefore, it can generate varying spectrum distribution for 
distinct time windows [48]. 
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Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) decomposes the signal waveform into multiple intrinsic 
mode functions (IMFs) without leaving the time domain; these tend to be non-linear and non-
stationary. Each of these IMFs is considered to be produced by a separate source with its own 
temporal characteristics. The functions into which a signal is decomposed are not only all in 
the time-domain, but they are of the same duration as the original signal, which allows for 
variations of frequency with time to be retained.  
A variety of methods have been developed in combination with EMD such as time-frequency 
analysis with AM-FM demodulation (the Hilbert-Huang transform - HHT) [50, 51]. The 
Teager-Kaiser Energy Operator (TKEO) that measures the instantaneous energy of signals 
composed of a single time-varying frequency, and the Teager-Huang transform (THT) with 
improved signal-noise ratio to investigate faults in gears which, however, has the disadvantage 
of being unable to estimate frequencies higher than 1/4 of the sampling frequency [52-54]. The 
parameter which called Total Energy is based on the calculation of energy and uses curve fitting 
for the meshing frequency and its sideband zones, which is combined as well with EMD for 
fault detection in wind turbine blades and three phase induction motors [48, 49]. 
He et al., [64] presented principal component (PC) representations of the measured signals to 
monitor machine conditions. The principal component analysis (PCA) technique was applied 
to extract the PC representations for the vibration signals using statistical features for the time- 
and frequency-domains. They found that the PCA method was effective for machine CM when 
applied to vibration signals collected from an automobile gearbox. 
Another technique known as Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA) has been used to 
extract nonlinear features from both time and frequency domains of vibration signals [55]. The 
KPCA was a development of Principle Component Analysis (PCA), with an improvement in 
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clustering capability [56]. KPCA has been further improved by using two different subspace 
structures that can usefully be applied during the CM monitoring of gearboxes [55].  
A combination of the strengths of KPCA with Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition 
(EEMD) was presented in [57]. The proposed method was named the EEMD-based multi-scale 
KPCA, and it provides a capable tool for treatment of non-linear multi-scale data and was 
shown to be sensitive to gearbox faults. 
Although the techniques and methods described can detect and diagnose faults, and provide an 
estimation of time to failure in rotating machines, there are still limitations to their applications. 
However, a large number of the vibration analysis techniques reviewed here do not 
comprehensively take into account the vibration characteristics. In addition, not all have been 
tested for detection of incipient faults, or for all machine components, and not all of them have 
been used for predicting remaining useful life. 
2.3 Gears and type of faults 
This section presents the gears, and gear faults with an emphasis on the spur gear and tooth 
breakage, which are considered in this thesis. The gear is one of the most an important and 
widely-used mechanical elements in rotating machines [58]. Industrial gearboxes are employed 
to transmit torque and rotary motion from an input shaft to an output shaft. In industry, 
breakdown of such crucial components can cause heavy financial losses. Gearboxes have limits 
on vibration and temperature levels which should be adhered to as exceeding these limits will 
directly and adversely affect the whole system [5].  
As the gear teeth start meshing, they will generate vibration, which travels via the gears to the 
mounting shafts, to the bearings and to the gear housing where it is detected, usually by an 
accelerometer. As the vibration travels outwards from its point of origin towards the sensor it 
will be adulterated by vibrations from a variety of other sources, so that sensor signals will 
usually need processing and, possibly, filtering [59].  
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There are various types of gears; spur, helical, bevel and worm gears are the most common 
types used in industry [60]. All have a driven wheel and a driving wheel, but differ in the 
arrangement and shape of the wheels. Spur gears were selected from the various types of gears 
available for the experimental work, on consideration of its proneness to failure due to tooth 
breakage.  
2.3.1 Spur gears 
The spur gear, see Figure (2.1), the simplest type of gear which is a toothed cylindrical wheel, 
is used to convert one drive speed to another, and transmit rotary motion and torque between 
parallel shafts [60, 61]. It is known that the operational efficiency of spur gears is much higher 
than for any other gear type and so involute gearing has found many applications in industry. 
Advantages of spur gears with involute profile can be listed as: 
 Simplicity of design, relatively cheap to manufacture and easy to maintain, 
 It is simple to change tooth thickness and centre distance (distance between the axes of 
the two gears in mesh), 
 Spur gears are usually high precision products,  
 Standard tools can be used to produce nonstandard involute gears,  
 For spur gears a change in the centre distance does not result in transmission error, 
 Spur gears impose only radial loads on the bearings so there is no end thrust. 
However, spur gears are considered slow speed gears, but if noise is not a severe problem, spur 
gears can be used at almost any speed. Another disadvantage is that spur gears cannot be used 
where a change of direction between two shafts is required. This is because they have teeth that 
are parallel to the shaft (normal to the face of the gear). 
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Figure 2-1 Spur Gear[62] 
Table 2-1 Types and Functions of Spur gear 
Gear type  Subtype  remarks 
 
Spur gear 
 
Normal spur gears 
 Generates less noise with 
optimum design 
 Lubrication required for steel 
pinion but not for plastic 
 High efficiency 
 Used for parallel shafts 
 Easy to design and produce 
 Single ratio of up to 1:10 
  
Internal spur gear 
 
 Has compact geometry profile 
 Used in planetary gear 
production 
 Has the same function as normal 
gears 
 
The gear with the fewer teeth is called the pinion. The speed of rotation is increased when the 
gear drives the pinion, and reduced when the pinion drive the gear. For this thesis, the spur 
gears have been chosen with the same number of teeth for ease of calculation of drive shaft 
speeds and likely vibration frequencies.  
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2.3.2 Helical gears 
Figure (2.2) shows helical gears, which have inclined teeth (teeth cut at an angle to the face of the gear) 
on the surface of the wheel. Its operation is smoother and quitter as compared with the spur gear. It is 
mostly commonly used in transmission gearboxes.  
 
Figure 2-2 Helical Gear[63] 
2.3.3 Worm Gears  
Worm gears resemble screws and thus can drive bevel, helical or spur gears, see Figure (2.3). 
Worm gears have the advantage that they can be used to translate rotational motion into 
translational movement. Another advantage is that they can be used to mesh non-intersecting, 
mutually perpendicular, shafts.  
A valuable characteristic of the way in which worm gears mesh is that, when a worm gear 
turns, the meshing worm wheel also turns, see Figure (2.3), but turning the worm wheel will 
not turn the worm gear [61].  
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 Figure 2-3 Worm Gear[64] 
2.3.4 Bevel Gears  
These are the gears, which transfer power between two non-parallel or intersecting shafts. 
These types of gears are most commonly used in the differential drives of automobiles. Bevel 
gears shown in Figure (2.4) are often used for power transmission between mutually 
perpendicular shafts. The gear teeth are straight cut to form base of a right circular cone and all 
point to its apex. The lines of the two shafts “intersect” at the apex of their respective cones. 
Disadvantage of bevel hears is that they generate considerable noise when run at high speeds 
and they cannot be used with parallel shafts [61].   
  
Figure 2-4 Bevel Gear[63] 
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2.4 Type of gear faults (gear failures) 
Gears are considered to have failed when they can no longer efficiently do the job for which 
they were designed. The cause of failure may range from excessive wear to catastrophic 
breakage. Many modes of gear failure have been identified, for example, tooth breakage, 
fatigue, wear, impact or plastic deformation.  
The force transferred between the pinion and gear has an effect on the teeth, and will sometimes 
increase the stress on the tooth - thus tooth deformation can occur and tooth breakage is one of 
the most common causes of gear failure [5]. Such a failure is referred to as a gear failure mode. 
Following are short descriptions of several faults, starting with the most common; tooth 
breakage:   
Tooth breakage:  
Tooth breakage invariably starts with a small crack which begins at the weakest point on the 
tooth; see Figure (2.5), at the root of the tooth where high stress concentration combines with 
high tensile stress. The crack will then progress across the whole tooth. The precise direction 
of propagation of the crack is usually unpredictable, but in the majority of the cases it 
propagates downwards towards the rim of the gear [61].  
This is the gear fault most likely to cause additional serious problems to other components such 
as bearings and shafts. Lin and Zuo [65] have described how this fault can lead to complete 
failure of the gearbox and the power transmission system. 
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Figure 2-5 Fatigue Crack in gear tooth root [66]  
Breakage can occur in gears as shown in Figure (2.6), because of a sudden shock load, overload, 
or impact in excess of the ultimate tensile strength of the material of construction, or a break 
may be the result of numerous repetitions of stress, below the ultimate tensile strength, which 
weakens the metal and finally results in failure by fatigue [86]. Gears can fail due to excessive 
tooth breakage, due to bending stresses or wear. 
  
Figure 2-6 Gear tooth breakage[67] 
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Pitting: is a form of surface fatigue as shown in Figure (2.7) and is due to the contact stress 
being greater than the surface fatigue strength of the gear material. Over time with repeated 
application (possibly millions of times) of the load, minute amounts of material are removed 
and a pit is formed. Once a pit is present it spreads at an accelerating rate because an additional 
impact load is imposed on the surrounding the un-pitted areas, causing fracture in a tooth 
already weakened [68]. 
 
 Figure 2-7 Pitting in a gear tooth [69] 
Wear failure: Wear is the removal of material at the point of contact between pairs of teeth. 
Figures (2.8) and (2.9) show typical gear tooth wear faults. As the teeth move in and out of 
contact, they experience local deformation in the region of the contact due to the mechanical 
forces in action [70]. If this deformation is excessive wear, (removal of a layer of material from 
the surface) can be rapid and the teeth will wear rapidly.  
Wear usually takes one of two forms [66]: Adhesive wear  - metal particles are transferred from 
one tooth to its mating tooth by a form of welding action; and abrasive wear - caused by 
abrasive particles being present in the meshing area. 
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Figure 2-8 Photo of Gear Adhesive Wear [71]  
    
Figure 2-9 Photo of Gear Abrasive Wear[71] 
Crack: Fatigue is one of the most common forms of failure in gears. A fatigue crack in a gear 
tooth root usually begins in the root fillet and while the precise direction of propagation of the 
crack is usually unpredictable, in the majority of the cases it propagates downwards towards 
the rim of the gear, [66]. 
Additionally, distributed defects include misalignment and surface inaccuracies. Both 
distributed and local gear faults increase vibration levels. From the CM viewpoint, localized 
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defects are more important, especially tooth breakage because this can occur with little warning 
and its effect has been catastrophic in machines such as helicopters [72, 73].  
Vibration is caused even in healthy gearbox by tooth meshing, gear shaft rotation, imbalance 
as well as by additional mechanisms due to the existence of a fault. The vibration measured as 
a result of the above mechanisms is further affected by the properties of the housing. To 
overcome the additional effect of the housing, an inverse method is proposed.  
2.5 The proposed approach 
In the previous chapter, proposed method called in-situ blocked force has been briefly 
discussed. It is an inverse method, which the acquired vibration signals are propagated back 
towards the excitation source to provide a more direct measurement of the actual source 
mechanisms. This method could be useful for CM because it might offer the possibility of (a) 
better fault location, and (b) establishing criteria for fault conditions [19]. 
Generally, the gearbox housing is considered to be passive and is excited by a number of 
embedded active mechanical components, such as bearings etc. To understand the vibration of 
the machine housing, the classical approach was to apply signal processing to the measured 
transducer signals to extract information about possible faults in the active components. Of 
course, the overall vibration signal is a composite signal which, when discretized, will reveal 
combinations of excitations coming from a variety of active components and resonances of the 
housing [19]. If the exciting forces can be determined and interpreted that could reveal more 
precise information about the nature of the active sources of vibration and which are potential 
faults.  
Excitation forces can be determined by a number of existing inverse methods [74-77]. 
However, most of these would not be practical in the context of CM since they require the 
machine to be dismantled for certain measurements (such as frequency response function 
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measurements), which is not practicable because of the time required, the impossibility of 
separating the individual components in a gearbox, and the associated costs.  
To overcome these and other similar problems, the in-situ blocked force method has been 
developed and offered the advantage that all measurements are conducted in-situ on the 
assembled machine [78], and thus offers the clear advantage that all measurements can be made 
at one place and with the gearbox in assembled form. So far, no published report has been 
found on using the in-situ blocked force method in the field of condition monitoring, 
specifically for detecting faults in rotating machines. To test this approach in the CM field for 
fault detection a gearbox test rig has been designed and built, and is fully described in Chapter 
4. This test rig will be used for acceleration and blocked force measurements.  
A variety of inverse methods exist by which the excitation forces can be determined [79-82], 
but most of these would not be practicable in a CM context because they require the machine 
to be dismantled for certain of the measurements.  
This method has been recently used for the diagnosis and prediction of structure-borne sound 
and vibration inside vehicles [83, 84] and dwellings [85, 86]. The blocked force has since found 
applications within the fields of Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) [83, 87], dynamic sub-
structuring (DS) [88, 89] and virtual acoustic prototyping (VAP) [90].  
The aim of this research is to employ the same approach for the indirect measurement of 
blocked forces at the gear mesh point in a gearbox and to use the acquired blocked force signals 
for detecting the presence of seeded faults.  
2.6 Summary 
Much of the above-mentioned research work has been carried out to develop reliable methods 
and techniques for the purpose of fault detection in gears, but have not been fully successful. 
Proven techniques include vibration analysis but no single technique has shown itself to be a 
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universal method that can detect all machine faults. This research project focuses on detecting 
and diagnosing faults to determine if there is an advantage in using the blocked force signal as 
opposed to housing acceleration for condition monitoring purposes. The aim is to apply this 
new method to gearboxes to test its performance, to apply to a real machine some of the 
techniques that have been successfully applied in the laboratory.  
Although the vibration measurement is the most widely used CM technique in industry due to 
its proven ability to detect the presence of faults, nevertheless, it is still limited when it comes 
to identifying total faults present and, currently, can identify only 60% to 70% of all machine 
faults [91, 92].  
There remains a need to develop a universal technique to detect and diagnose faults at an early 
stage and predict remaining useful life for all rotating machinery components. Surveys report 
that these components (gears, bearings and shafts) that are the most likely causes of major 
machine breakdowns if the fault is not detected at early stages [49]. Despite signal processing-
based fault diagnosis being widely used and found to be a powerful and effective tool, 
analysing, interpreting and diagnosing the complex signals faults produce requires 
considerable experience and expertise [93-95]. Thus, more consideration should be given to 
components and their types of faults to improve and develop the way of measuring them. 
Blocked forces may have the potential to do this because they have an inherent capability for 
noise reduction and signal enhancement. The use of blocked force signals will be investigated 
in this research as a means of developing enhanced CM techniques. In the following chapter, 
discussion with more details about the proposed approach: the in-situ blocked force will be 
given 
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Chapter 3 
3 The in situ measurement of the blocked force of vibration 
sources 
 
 
 
In the previous chapters, the background of condition monitoring, fault detection techniques, 
types of gears and their defects has been presented. A brief discussion has been given about 
the proposed blocked force method as well. This chapter introduces the blocked force concept 
and explores measurement methods to obtain the blocked force. 
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3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, a brief description was given about fault detection techniques, types of 
gear and faults, and a new approach, the blocked force method. In this chapter, more details 
are given about the blocked force method and its applications.  
Vibration response of open assembly is caused by the internal forces and the transfer function 
is related to source and receiver. These internal forces are not easy to model or measure so, as 
an alternative, equivalent operational interface forces are typically used [84]. Also, in many 
situations, it is not easy to determine the direct load using, e.g., force transducers located at the 
connecting interfaces.  
Blocked forces have an inherent capability for noise reduction and signal enhancement. They 
have been known and used for some time in such areas as prediction of structure-borne sounds 
in order to eliminate the noise source. Elliot and Moorhouse [78, 86, 96, 97],[83] have 
demonstrated how beneficial the blocked force method could be for the intrinsic 
characterization of the source. This research explores utilizing the blocked force method in the 
field of condition monitoring of machines. The method is proposed to be used in situ to perform 
all the measurement tasks at one place and with the gearbox in assembled form [78], which 
could offer significant advantages over other, more conventional methods.  
This thesis will focus on exploring the use of the blocked force method in-situ and will also 
discuss all the potential benefits that this method could offer in the context of condition 
monitoring. Conventionally, the CM of machines has been performed by acquiring the 
vibration data from the machine housing and using these vibration signals to detect the 
underlying source of the fault signal. It is recognised that inverse methods require extensive 
measurements and management effort to be successful in the field. However, on the other hand, 
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these methods, have already provided established platforms for criteria for fault conditions and 
locations [19].  
The inverse method procedure to successfully locate a fault is to discretize the housing structure 
into active areas, where the potential fault sources could be, and passive areas. The confidence 
with which the sections are obtained is heavily dependent up on selecting the correct 
boundaries when discretizing the housing, as there may be sources of faults that could be shared 
across boundaries. Generally, the source regions consist of components, which could generate 
vibrations; these include gears, etc. It has been noted that the frequency domain can be used to 
express the vibration fields in two parts 1) as the product of an excitation function acting at 
source boundaries and 2) as a matrix of frequency response functions between the boundaries 
and receiver locations [19].   
It has also been the case that passive structures have been excited by the active 
components located in the active sections of the housing. During the condition 
monitoring, the signals obtained from the housing in this case are a mixture of the 
vibrations from active components and the resonance of the housing due to those 
vibrations. This causes extreme difficulties in identifying the actual source of the fault 
and offers a substantial challenge; to study the signals obtained and filter out the actual 
source of the fault and identify the condition of the components residing inside the 
housing. In situ measurements, when performed using the inverse method require the 
measurement of the frequency response function (FRF) prior to the analysis. The FRF is 
a passive property that describes the linear relation between an applied force and a 
resultant response. Thus, the passive measurement can be conducted by exciting the 
points with a known force (accelerometer positions at the interface or where it is easy to 
apply the force) which will be described later in chapter 5.  
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The accelerance Aij of the structure (between DoFs i and j) is defined as the complex 
ratio of the acceleration response to the input force,  
Aij =
ai
fj
 (3-1) 
where fj is the force and ai is the acceleration, i and j indicate the excitation and response DoFs, 
respectively. 
An assumption here is that this ratio does not vary due to any of the factors such as the level, 
spectral shape or time characteristics of the input force. In addition, another assumption is that 
the source, as a system, is linear and does not vary with time. In other words, the machine 
housing is considered a linear, time invariant system. 
It is possible to describe the passive properties of an assembly in any of the kinematic variables 
typically encountered, i.e. displacement, velocity or acceleration. It is possible to interchange 
between any of the above through integration or differentiation with respect to time. In this 
work we will deal exclusively with acceleration, since this is the quantity we measure directly. 
Mobility based methods in cited works are readily converted into accelerance form through the 
relations, 
a =  iω v 
 
(3-2) 
A =  iω Y 
 
(3-3) 
 
Where a and v are the acceleration and velocity, respectively, and A and Y are the accelerance 
and mobility, respectively. 
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The examination of the advantages of the inverse methods must be considered in order to 
maximise them when condition monitoring [19]. One way to measure the forces is by inserting 
force transducers between the source and a structure. In this way the movement of the source 
may be prevented, which may also restrict the measurement of the true blocked force. However, 
force transducers need to be compressible (i.e. move) to function and so are not ideal for these 
types of measurements. Nevertheless, it is possible for the blocked force to be measured in this 
way over limited frequency ranges, though making measurement on any sort of complex 
structure poses extreme difficulties and uncertainties [19].  
3.2  Source parameters 
Sources of structure-borne sound have been, typically, categorized in terms that included both 
the dynamic properties of the structure and source activity. It is assumed that a “black-box” 
approach may be used in which an internal source induces an excitation which is transmitted 
by means of a linear, passive structure to the source interface [98]. With these assumptions it 
follows that the internal workings of the source may be assumed to be unknowable and need 
not be considered. It follows that the sources of observations may be adequately explained in 
terms the terminal outputs only. Either the blocked force and/or the free velocity at the 
terminals are sufficient to describe the active properties (i. e. internal excitation) of the source.  
3.2.1 Source activity 
The source strength (or source activity) depends on level and nature of the internal excitation. 
The internal excitation may be due to impacts, pressure fluctuations, frictional or rotating 
forces, though most often is a combination of such mechanisms. It is because direct 
measurement of the internal excitation mechanism is often practically impossibly, and always 
difficult, that the source activity is described in terms of measurements made at the source 
terminals [23].  
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When this method is useful for source characterization, it is necessary to define the passive 
and active properties of the source. In this thesis, the emphasis is different, which is not the 
source characterization, but simply we are looking for the signal represents the source 
mechanisms. We then can focus on active properties and neglect the passive properties.   
3.2.2 Source, receiver and interface 
Any structure can be divided into a source and receiver, coupled along an interface. The figure 
(3.1) illustrates the schematically source, receiver and the interface. The source is an arbitrary 
region of the assembly that contains all of operational components while the receiver is the 
remaining portion of this assembly. Where we placed the interface is a crucial decision but, to 
some extent, arbitrary provided the source mechanisms are all contain within the source.  
Experimentally, it is a very important decision to choose where to put the accelerometers. For 
defining the interface, we are going to start with simple beam structure where the interface is 
the two-coupled points of the source and receiver beams, see chapter 5. Moreover, for more 
complex structure (gearbox test rig), two choices of interface will be investigated. In one, the 
‘source’ includes the shaft and in the second it just includes the narrow region containing the 
mesh points. For the gearbox test rig, it is begun with the interface considered as the two 
supporting bearings and the shaft to define the blocked force on that region. The aim was to 
calculate the blocked force at the interface close to gear meshing points.  
The point (c) at degree of freedom is used to separate the source and receiver. While (b) points 
are set of DoF on receiver that will be used later to characterise blocked forces and (r) is the 
remote reference point on receiver that is not in (b) will be used for validation purposes. 
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Figure 3-1 General schematic of source, receiver and interface 
Free Velocity 
Elliott and Moorhouse have defined the free velocity, 𝐯𝑺𝒄
𝐟  (or equivalently, the free acceleration 
𝒂𝑺𝒄
𝐟  , where superscript f denotes a free quantity), as “the operational velocity, of the 
unconstrained source [96] it is measured at the terminals of the source when the generalized 
forces at those terminals are zero.   
  𝐯𝑺
𝐟
𝒄
= (𝐯𝑺𝒄)𝒇𝑺𝒄=𝟎 
 (3-4) 
A necessary condition is that no other structure in any way limits the movement of the source. 
It is possible to approximate this condition for small sources by suspending the source 
elastically by, for example, springs of low stiffness, but there must be no connection at the 
coupling points. Larger sources could be placed on a resilient layer of such low stiffness that it 
has no effect on the measurement in the frequency range of interest. The measurement of free 
velocity is considered a relatively easy measurement for the characterisation of a structure-
borne signal [23]. 
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In other words, the free velocity of a machine (at a connection point) is the velocity manifested 
at that point when the machine is run under normal operating conditions but is freely suspended 
such that it is not connected to any external structure [99]. As the free velocity may be generated 
by various complex mechanisms acting at any point internal to the machine, no general model 
can be formed [100].  
The disadvantage of the free velocity is that, it cannot be measured because the source is 
designed to operate whilst attached to a receiver structure. Simply, the source cannot be 
operated properly unless it is coupled to a receiver and hence the dismantling of the source-
receiver assembly and free suspension of a source is problematic. Thus, measurements of free 
velocity are usually compromised and time consuming. An alternative to the free velocity is 
the blocked force [101].  
Blocked force 
With reference to figure (3.1), the blocked forces ?̅?𝐒𝐜   (in this work the over bar will be used to 
distinguish the blocked force from the standard operational force) are defined as the forces 
required to counter an operational source’s activity so that the velocity on the source-receiver 
interface is suppressed to zero.  
  ?̅?𝐒𝐜 = (𝒇𝐂𝐜)𝐯𝑺𝒄=𝟎   
 (3-5) 
where 𝒇𝐂𝐜 is the force exerted by the ‘source’ on the receiver structure and the subscript 𝐯𝑺𝒄 =
𝟎 indicates that it is blocked at its boundary.  
Which means the movement of the source is completely restricted. In practice, this can only be 
approximated as it requires an infinitely rigid receiver. Force transducers need to be inserted 
between source and receiver to measure the force. For several sources this modifies the 
mounting situation, yielding blocked force data which is not truly representative. The 
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measurement of blocked force is generally considered one of the more difficult measurements 
in structure borne source characterization [97].   
Source activity for multiple degrees of freedom (DoF) 
The dynamic characteristics of structure-borne vibration are usually expressed in terms of 
accelerance, and its reciprocal, impedance [88]. However, accelerance is the more practical to 
measure because while impedance measurements require the source terminals to be blocked 
for every degree of freedom (DoF), accelerance measurements have a more achievable  
constraint, requiring only the source terminals be free [102]. The latter is much easier to 
achieve practically. Thus, in what follows only the accelerances are described in any detail. 
Blocked force and free velocity are both complex functions of frequency. They are linked by 
the mobility 𝐘𝐒𝐜𝐜 of the source, defined as follows: 
  𝐯𝑺
𝐟
𝒄
= 𝐘𝐒𝐜𝐜?̅?𝐒𝐜  (3-6) 
The equation (3.5) uses vectors and matrices to show both multiple terminals and multiple DoF 
at each terminal. An overview of the matrix notation used in this thesis is provided in Appendix 
(A). For sources with 𝑀 DoF at each terminal and 𝑁 terminals, the blocked force and the free 
velocity terms extend to vectors with size (NM ) ×  1: 
𝐯𝑺𝒄
𝐟 =
(
 
 
 
 
 
v𝑆
f
𝑛=1,𝑚=1
v𝑆
f
𝑛=1,𝑚=2
.
.
.
.
v𝑆
f
𝑛=𝑁,𝑚=𝑀)
 
 
 
 
 
                                      ?̅?𝐒𝐜 =
(
 
 
 
 
 
𝑓S̅n=1,𝑚=1
𝑓S̅n=1,𝑚=2
.
.
.
.
𝑓S̅n=𝑁,𝑚=𝑀)
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each entry in the vector  𝑎f  represents accelerations (either angular or linear) at one of the 
source terminals. Correspondingly, each of the vector entry in ?̅?𝐒𝐜  may be considered a 
generalised force, describing either translationary or moment forces.  
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For sources with 𝑁 terminals and 𝑀 DoF at each terminal, the accelerance term extends 
to a square matrix of size (𝑁𝑀 )  ×  (𝑁𝑀 ). Figure (3.2) depicts the general case, 𝑁 =
1, which represents a single point of excitation. 6 DoFs are involved in the excitation of 
the receiver structure; the 6𝑥6 accelerance matrix which represents the orthogonal forces 
𝒇x, 𝒇𝑦 and 𝒇𝑧 and moments M𝑥, M𝑦 and M𝑧 . With the corresponding response quantities 
𝑎𝑥,𝑎𝑦, 𝑎𝑧, 𝜃𝑥, 𝜃𝑦 and 𝜃𝑧; has the following form as in Eq. (3.6):  
 
Figure 3-2 Point excitation, general case (after [103]). Six degrees of freedom are involved:  three 
translational and three rotational components 
 
𝐀 =
(
 
 
 
 
 
A𝑎x𝒇x      A𝑎x𝒇y      A𝑎x𝒇z     A𝑎x𝑀x      A𝑎𝑀y      A𝑎x𝑀z
A𝑎y𝒇x      A𝑎y𝒇y      A𝑎y𝒇z     A𝑎y𝑀x      A𝑎y𝑀y      A𝑎y𝑀z
A𝑎z𝒇x      A𝑎z𝒇y      A𝑎𝑧𝒇𝑧     A𝑎z𝑀x      A𝑎z𝑀y      A𝑎z𝑀z
Ax𝒇x      Ax𝒇y      Ax𝒇z     Ax𝑀x      Ax𝑀y      Ax𝑀z
Ay𝒇x      Ay𝒇y      Ay𝒇z     Ay𝑀x      Ay𝑀y      Ay𝑀z
Az𝒇x      Az𝒇y      Az𝒇z     Az𝑀x      Az𝑀y      Az𝑀z )
 
 
 
 
 
 (3-7) 
For more than one source terminal, interaction between the terminals must be included. If there 
are N terminals, the source accelerance matrix will increase in size to 6N × 6N. Obviously, it 
would be very time-consuming to attempt to determine every matrix element experimentally. 
This is doubly true if it is required to obtain accelerances containing rotational DoF. Petersson 
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and Gibbs have suggested that three quarters of accelerance matrix involve translations or 
moments, while only one quarter consists of purely of translation motion [103].   
In a practical situation, often only three DoF are taken into consideration; the force/acceleration 
normal to the surface fz, and the two moments/angular accelerations about the in-plane axes 
(Mx and My) [23].  
Source invariance 
When characterising source strength using free velocity or blocked force, the activity of the 
source is assumed invariant of the constraints exerted on it by the receiver, it is assumed that 
whether in the Free State, or the blocked state, or any intermediate state, the internal source is 
assumed to act in identically the same way. It is accepted that this assumption has limits for 
some classes of sources of structure-borne sound [101, 104]. Such feedback will affect source 
activity and so “in-situ measurements”, where the source is mounted in a manner that models 
the conditions of the actual installation, would appear better suited to obtain representative 
source characteristics.  
Reciprocity 
Reciprocity plays an important role for accelerance as shown in Equation (3.8). The theorem 
of reciprocity communicates the transfer function between positions 1 and 2 to the transfer 
function between positions 2 and 1. The accelerance matrix is symmetric, and the off-diagonal 
elements are related through the principle of reciprocity:  
Aij = Aji (3-8) 
  
The accelerance function possesses a reciprocity property, which can be used to verify the 
measurement data. A simple comparison between the off-diagonal matrix elements can expose 
the problems with the measured data and provide an indication of the quality of the measured 
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accelerances. If the off-diagonal elements are of high quality, it is likely that the point 
accelerances on the diagonal are also of good quality. 
3.3 Direct measurement (source characterization) 
Free velocity can be measured directly quite easily by freely suspending the source. In theory, 
the blocked force can also be measured directly, but only approximately, using a large blocking 
mass. 
The direct measurement of forces and moments offers greater challenges than the measurement 
of linear or angular velocity because the transducers used for the measurements must be 
inserted between the source and the receiver [101]. At present, both the transducers and 
methodologies exist for the direct measurement of the moments. Thus, it has been assumed that 
it is not possible to directly measure the operational moments [23]. 
There are two general strategies for characterising sources based on forces; (i) direct methods 
in which force sensors are used to measure the forces directly, and (ii) indirect methods, which 
do not use force sensors in the line of the force flux [23].  
Unlike operational forces, the direct measurement of blocked force may only be approximated 
as it requires an infinitely rigid receiver. Like the operational force however, it has been shown 
that the blocked force may be acquired indirectly through an inverse procedure [105]. In this 
research, the indirect measurement will be adopted to obtain the blocked force. It is practically 
impossible to insert force transduces in gearbox to get direct measurement of the forces. 
3.4 The inverse problem 
The inverse problem is a popular researched topic [22, 23, 106] in which the general idea is to 
back-calculate the inputs to a system from knowledge of the outputs. When an inversion 
method is applied to matrices, principal challenges must be addressed. In general, the main 
challenge is concerned with inverse methods is ill-conditioning. If the conditioning is poor, the 
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answer is very sensitive to errors. So, in that case, the answer can be improved by over-
determined.  
Further to ill conditioning, careful manipulations of the FRF matrices may be required to 
successfully solve the inverse problem. Compared to the conventional CM methods available, 
the blocked force requires an additional stage in which the FRFs, which are used to characterize 
the machine’s structure, are measured. This is the additional step, over and above standard CM 
measurements, that is required to solve the inversion problem [19]. More details with regards 
to the inverse problem are described in the following sections.  
3.4.1 Fundamentals of matrix inversion 
Before considering the inverse problem, we briefly discussed some fundamentals related to 
inversion matrix for completeness. A system of 𝑛 linear equations can be written in matrix 
form [107-109], 
z = 𝐇 x (3-9) 
Here, z and x are 𝑛 ×  1 column vectors, and 𝐇 is a 𝑛 ×  𝑛 square matrix. (For an overview of 
matrix notations and definitions, see Appendix). To solve Equation (3.9) for x it requires an 
inversion of the matrix 𝐇:    
x = 𝐇−𝟏z (3-10) 
The inverse 𝐇−𝟏of a 𝑛 ×  𝑛 matrix  𝐇 is defined as: 
𝐇−𝟏𝐇 = 𝐇𝐇−𝟏 = 𝐈 (3-11) 
where 𝐈 is the 𝑛 × 𝑛 identity matrix. If 𝐇−𝟏 exists, 𝐇 is said to be non-singular. Otherwise, 𝐇 
is said to be singular. If 𝐇 is singular, Equation (3.10) has no solution or infinitely many 
solutions. 
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For a non-singular matrix 𝐇, a perturbation in x leads to a perturbation in z: 
z + ∆z = 𝐇(x + ∆x) (3-12) 
Similarly, a perturbation in z will lead to a perturbation in x: 
x + ∆x = 𝐇−1(z + ∆z) (3-13) 
Simplifying Equation (3.13) as following:   
∆x = 𝐇−𝟏 ∆z (3-14) 
Equations (3.13) and (3.14) present one of the central problems of the matrix inversion; the 
propagation and in some cases amplification of input errors to the output (the errors in z are 
propagating into x via the inverse matrix). The stability of x with respects to errors in z depends 
on the condition of  𝐇. If small changes in ∆z result in small changes in ∆x, the matrix 𝐇 is said 
to be well-conditioned. Additionally, if small changes in ∆z result in large changes in ∆x, the 
matrix 𝐇 is said to be ill-conditioned. The condition of matrix therefore describes the sensitivity 
of the output x to changes in the input z. A measure for the stability of the solution is the 
condition number of 𝐇. It is very normal to use regularisation but it will not be used in this 
thesis. 
Matrix condition 
For a perturbation in 𝐁, an upper bound of the relative error in 𝐱 is given [104, 109, 110]:  
‖∆𝐱‖
‖𝐱‖
≤ ‖𝐇‖‖𝐇−𝟏‖
‖∆𝐁‖
‖𝐁‖
 (3-15) 
Here, ‖. ‖indicates a matrix norm, see Appendix. The term is called the condition number of 
the matrix 𝐇 [109].  
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κ(𝐇) = ‖𝐇‖‖𝐇−𝟏‖ (3-16) 
From Equation (3.15):  
 For small κ, the error 
‖∆𝐱‖
‖𝐱‖⁄ will be small when 
‖∆𝐳‖
‖𝐳‖⁄  is small. 
 For large κ, the error  
‖∆𝐱‖
‖𝐱‖⁄  can be large, even when 
‖∆𝐳‖
‖𝐳‖⁄  is small. 
Values for the condition number lie between 1 and infinity: 1 ≤  𝜅 < ∞. A high condition 
number(κ ≫ 1) indicates an ill-conditioned matrix. The condition of a matrix is an intrinsic 
property of the matrix, and independent of the algorithm used for inversion. 
When using the 2-norm in Equation (3.16), the condition number can be expressed as the ratio 
of the smallest and the largest singular value of 𝐇: 
κ(𝐇) = ‖𝐇‖𝟐‖𝐇
−𝟏‖
𝟐
=
σmax(𝐇)
σmin(𝐇)
 (3-17) 
Briefly, when the condition number is large the solution is sensitive to errors. The implications 
for the determination of the blocked force are discussed later. 
Singular value decomposition 
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is required to obtain the singular values of a matrix. The 
SVD factorizes an 𝑚 × 𝑛 matrix 𝐇 into the three matrices 𝐔, 𝐒, and 𝐕 [108]. 
𝐇 = 𝐔𝐒𝐕𝐡 (3-18) 
𝐔 is an m×m real or complex unitary matrix; 𝐒 is an m×n rectangular diagonal matrix with 
non-negative real elements; 𝐕𝐡 is an n×n real or complex unitary matrix.   
The diagonal entries of 𝐒 are the singular values 𝜎𝑖 of 𝐇: 
𝐒 = diag(𝜎1, …… , 𝜎𝑝), 𝑝 = min[𝑚, 𝑛] (3-19) 
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The m columns of 𝐔 and the n columns of 𝐕 are called the left-singular vectors and right-
singular vectors of 𝐇, respectively [108]. 
The generalized inverse  
For a rectangular matrix 𝐇 of size 𝑚 𝑥 𝑛, where 𝑚 ≠  𝑛, the inverse is not defined. Instead, a 
generalized inverse or pseudo-inverse can be calculated: 
𝐇−𝟏 = (𝐇𝐇𝐇)−𝟏𝐇𝐇 (3-20) 
The inverse matrix 𝐇−𝟏 has size 𝑚 𝑥 𝑛. The generalized inverse was first proposed by 
Moore[111], and later by Penrose [112], which is often called the Moore-Penrose pseudo-
inverse. 
For the generalized inverse, a least square method is used to solve Equation (3.10). The SVD 
is employed for the calculation of 𝐇−𝟏. From Equation (3.18), the inverse of 𝐇 is readily 
available: 
 𝐇−𝟏 = 𝐕𝐒−𝟏𝐔𝐡 (3-21) 
Equation (3.21) still requires the inversion of 𝐒. However, 𝐒 is a diagonal matrix that can be 
easily inverted by replacing the singular values on the diagonal by their reciprocal values; 
𝐒−1 = diag (1 𝜎1⁄ ,…… ,
1
𝜎𝑝⁄ ). The SVD therefore is a convenient tool to calculate the 
generalized inverse.  
3.4.2 Methods to mitigate matrix inversion problems 
The above sections have discussed the problems that are associated with matrix inversions such 
as ill-conditioned matrices and the subsequent amplification of errors in the input data. In order 
to mitigate these problems, there exist varieties of methods, which can improve the processes 
involved within matrix inversions.    
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Over-determination 
In over-determination, a larger amount of input data is supplied to a problem than is required 
to solve it. For example, for a system as in Equation (3.8) with 𝑛 unknown variables (x has 
size 𝑛 × 1), 𝑚 known variables (z has size 𝑚 × 1) are supplied to solve the problem, 
where 𝑚 > 𝑛. The matrix 𝐇 therefore has size 𝑚 × 𝑛, and Equation (3.10) has the following 
form:  
x𝐧x𝟏 = (𝐇𝐦𝐱𝐧)
−𝟏z𝐦x𝟏 (3-22) 
  
As mentioned above, the matrix (𝐇𝐦𝐱𝐧)
−1 has size 𝑛 × 𝑚. The use of the generalized inverse 
to obtain 𝐇 leads to a best-fit approximation for the solution [23], that is it gives a least 
squares solution. 
3.5 Review of inverse force determination 
Indirect measurement and quantification of operational forces has been a popular subject among 
engineers especially within the automotive industry where a significant amount of research 
literature exists, dating back to the 1980’s on indirect identification of structural loads [113-
115]. This area of research gained in popularity and a continuous flow of publications is now 
being witnessed [116-118]. In this section, the main developments and findings in the field of 
inverse force determination are reviewed. Topics discussed include associated errors, over-
determination and regularization methods and optimization of response measurement locations.         
For a single DoF, a vibrating source, connected to a receiver structure, exerts a varying force 
at the interface that in turn excites the receiver as in figure (3.1). The force 𝒇Cc and the 
acceleration 𝐚Cb are linked by the receiver transfer accelerance through, 𝐚Cb = 𝐀Rbc𝒇Cc. If there 
is more than one contact or component of motion, 𝒇Ccand 𝐚Cb  are vectors and 𝐀Rbc is a matrix: 
𝒂𝑪𝒃  = 𝐀𝐑𝐛𝐜𝒇𝐂𝐜 (3-23) 
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Thus if the receiver structure acceleration 𝒂𝑪𝒃   is remote from the contact interface,  𝐀𝐑𝐛𝐜 is 
considered as a transfer accelerance matrix. The following discussion will classify the transfer 
accelerance matrix as FRF matrix. The operational forces at the source-receiver interface 
can be obtained using the Equation (3.24) where the 𝒇𝐂𝐜can be solved as: 
𝒇𝐂𝐜 = 𝐀𝐑𝐛𝐜
−𝟏 𝒂𝑪𝒃  (3-24) 
 
 
Equation (3.24) allows a procedure, which consists of three steps for obtaining the contact forces 
between source and receiver indirectly:  
1. The forces are applied at each of the contact positions one at a time in order to obtain 
the FRF matrix 𝐀𝐑𝐜𝐛of the uncoupled receiver structure (housing). The responses at all 
response positions are recorded during this procedure. 
2. The source is connected to the structure, and the acceleration 𝒂𝑪𝒃at the same response 
positions are recorded during the operation of the source.  
3. The FRF matrix is inverted and multiplied with the velocity response vector frequency 
by frequency. Then, the operational contact forces are calculated from Equation (3.24). 
3.5.1 In-situ Blocked Force  
When using Equation (3.24) the operational forces obtained are constrained to the given 
source-receiver combination. If there are any changes to the source-receiver arrangement, the 
source is moved or the structure is changed in some way, then the force must be re-calculated 
via a new set of measurements of the frequency response functions.   
To overcome this constraint Moorhouse et al., [105] developed a modification of Equation 
(3.24). These authors suggested inverting the frequency response function matrix of the 
coupled accelernaces, 𝐀𝐂𝐛𝐜 instead of the uncoupled receiver accelernaces 𝐀𝐑𝐛𝐜 see Equation 
(3.25) which gives the blocked forces, independently of receiver structure.  
?̅?𝐒𝐜 = 𝐀𝐂𝐛𝐜
−𝟏 𝒂𝑪𝒃 (3-25) 
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Again, the above bar notation is used to denote a blocked condition. The attractiveness of 
Equation (3.25) is that it yields blocked forces of the source when coupled to a receiver 
structure. The direct measurement of blocked forces poses practical challenges. Furthermore, 
in-situ determination of blocked forces circumvents the problem of source invariance. Since 
the source activity is obtained in a representative mounting condition, results can be assumed 
to be similar to those in other similar mounting conditions. 
Equation (3.25) requires the determination of the coupled (transfer) accelerance matrix. 
Provided there is access to the source-receiver interface to attach accelerometers, this is similar 
to the determination of the uncoupled accelerance matrix. Equation (3.25) was successfully 
used in several studies such as [119, 120] but it does not solve problems associated with matrix 
inversion, or the challenge of obtaining all necessary accelerance terms. 
Moreover, a relatively new approach, known as the in-situ blocked force method, has the 
advantage that blocked forces can be obtained from a two-stage measurement conducted in-situ, 
i.e. when the source is connected to a receiver, thus facilitating independent source 
characterization, while the source is operated under realistic conditions [105]. 
The forces in Equation (3.24) are specific to the receiver structure, so that the same source on a 
different receiver will produce different contact forces. Therefore, even a slight modification in 
the receiver or source position would require new set of calculations of the operation forces to 
obtain a new set of measurements for the modified FRF matrix.     
As with Equation (3.23) so with Equation (3.24), the operational forces obtained are 
constrained to the given source-receiver combination. Again, if there are any changes to the 
source-receiver arrangement, the source is moved or the structure is changed in some way, then 
the force must be re-calculated via a new set of measurements of the frequency response 
functions.   
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Again using Equation (3.25), blocked forces independent of the receiver structure can be 
obtained. Equation (3.25) can also provide information of the blocked forces when the source 
and structure of the receiver are coupled. 
Several studies [119-121] have applied Equation (3.25) with success; however, the problems 
associated with matrix inversions and the challenges of obtaining all necessary accelerance 
terms remain. The in-situ approach allows for blocked force to be estimate from active and 
passive measurements made on the assembly in its natural state, unlike the direct measurement 
which requires the interface to be constrained, which is typically not possible in practical 
scenarios. 
It is important to understand the differences between the operational and blocked forces where 
the operational force describes the force applied to receiver by source whilst the blocked force 
describes the force applied by source to infinitely rigid receiver. The blocked force is 
transferable when the receiver is changing (it theoretically should be the same when the source 
is changing form housing to another). However, if the source is moved or the receiver structure 
is changed, a new calculation of the operational forces is required, which entails a new set of 
measurements of the altered FRF matrix.   
Having measured the ‘acceleration’, it is multiplied by the inverse accelerance matrix to 
calculate the blocked force at the interface as in Eq. (3.25). 
On-board validation-predicting operational response using the acquired blocked forces. 
𝒂𝐂𝐫 = 𝐀𝐂𝐫𝐜?̅?𝑺𝒄 (3-26) 
where 𝒓 is a new set of reference DoF and 𝐀𝐂𝐫𝐜 is the transfer accelerance between the source 
contact points and the remote response position. The predicted acceleration is then used to 
validate the obtained blocked force signal by comparing it with the directly measured 
acceleration. 
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3.5.2 Errors associated with inverse force determination 
There are two types of errors, which play an important role in the process of inverse force 
determination, they are: 1) statistical or random errors 2) deterministic or systematic errors.  
Statistical errors 
Statistical errors that are associated with the inverse force determination include [122]: 
 Random noise in the FRF estimates; 
 Random noise in the operational response signals. 
A general introduction to the inverse problem in Section 3.4 also addressed the problem of 
random errors. This can be further explained as, for example, if FRF matrix is inverted, then 
depending on its condition, small errors in vector b can result in large errors in the vector x, see 
Equation (3.14). This means that random errors are almost inevitable in the response vector 
which is obtained during the force determination, because the response vector is contaminated 
with background noise and the resonant behaviour of the receiver structure.  
As a result, the condition of the FRF matrix assumes importance. Noisy measurement data in 
combination with an ill conditioned FRF matrix can give rise to large errors in the force 
estimates. If the errors in the response velocity vector are large, but the condition numbers of 
the FRF matrix are small, the errors in the measured velocities are simply propagated to the 
force estimates without much amplification. 
An investigation was conducted by Blau [123] on errors introduced by a typical FFT of FRFs 
and response spectra on the excitation forces which had been inversely determined. Blau 
developed an error model in which individual force estimate is statistically calculated using the 
statistical errors found in the FRFs and responses. The results of Blau’s investigations can be 
found in [124]. One of his findings was to show a tendency for random errors to distribute 
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uniformly across the force spectrum. Another highlight was to show relative errors to be larger 
for weak forces.  
Deterministic errors 
Deterministic errors in inverse force determination include  [122]: 
1. neglected degrees of freedom in the FRF matrix, e. g. rotational motion, 
2. non-linear behaviour of the receiver structure, 
3. sensor mass loading,  
4. excitation misalignment during FRF measurements, 
5. Inconsistencies between elements of the FRF matrix, due to changing conditions during 
multi-run measurements. 
In comparison, random errors are easier to deal with than the deterministic errors and 
there are very few publications that deal with the effect of deterministic errors.  
In order to achieve reliability in results obtained from inverse force determination, Fabunmi 
[125] has suggested that the number of structural modes that contributes to the response at a 
certain frequency must be equal to the number of unknown forces. Using a greater number of 
response signals compared to the number of forces does not provide reliable force estimates. 
This is one of the examples of over-determination of the system.  Although the conclusions from 
Fabunmi were based on work conducted with beams only, the recommendations can be applied 
to a wide variety of structures. 
Gajdatsy [122] estimated errors in the determined forces by using a simplified Finite Element 
(FE) model of an aeroplane. In this case, the errors originated due to inconsistencies in the 
FRFs. The conclusion was that even small systematic errors may result in significant errors in 
the estimated forces.   
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3.5.3 Over-determination and regularization methods 
In order to reduce the errors observed during the inversion of the matrix, a several mathematical 
methods exist and can be employed. The most important methods are over-determination, 
singular value rejection, and regularization techniques [23]. 
Thite and Thompson, conducted a systematic investigation to investigate the use of inverse 
methods for the quantification of structure-borne transmission paths [82]. The most important 
conclusion from Thite and Thompson and others [77, 126, 127] include: 
1. In terms of where the modal overlap was larger, over-determination caused the reduction of 
condition numbers, which improved considerably the force estimates at higher frequencies. 
Over-determination was not effective however, where the frequencies were lower. An 
increase in the over-determination although reducing the occurrences of high condition 
numbers, did not significantly reduce minimum conditions numbers.  
2. Use of the singular value rejection technique has been shown to be a promising tool to reduce 
amplifications of errors.  
3. The effect of error estimates in FRFs and operational responses on the threshold criteria 
found that neither method can be applied universally, nor it remains a challenge to select a 
threshold suitable for the Singular Value Rejection (SVR). 
4. Two methods, the Tikhonov (using ordinary cross-validation regularization) and iterative 
inversion were investigated for the selection of regularization parameter. In comparison to 
over-determination and SVR, both methods performed well in terms of producing better 
results. However, both methods require higher concentrations during modelling due to the 
complexities and both require longer computational times.  Further studies by Choi et al., on 
the Tikhonov regularization parameter can be found in [128, 129]. 
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5. The noise level in the FRFs was found to affect the condition numbers. It was found that 
when higher levels of noise caused a reduction in condition numbers at lower frequencies, 
but caused an increase in condition numbers at higher frequencies. At lower frequencies it is 
often the case that the modal densities are very low. The performance of the system was 
worse when the noise levels in the FRFs were low and produced larger condition numbers 
which, in turn, produced a higher level of noise in the responses [23].   
In the context of automotive engineering, the determination of the inverse force was also studied 
by Gajdatsy [122]. He found that using a simple engineering judgement and experience, the 
SVR can generally be applied with a relative threshold of 1% of the largest rejection value. He 
also found that an over-determination factor of 2 is generally recommended. 
3.5.4 Optimization of response measurement locations 
A further reduction in the errors that are produced during the matrix inversions is possible by 
careful selection of the measurement points used to obtain the response. It should be noted that 
two parameters are generally affected when accelerometers are placed in position; 1) 
measurement noise in the response signal 2) condition number of the FRF matrix [130]. 
Therefore, it is recommended that accelerometers should not be placed near a nodal line as that 
causes the output signal to drop at the resonance frequencies which reduces the signal to noise 
ratio [122]. In terms of the bending wavelength of the structure, if the location of the two 
response points (two accelerometers) is very close, identical FRFs are obtained. If these  FRFs 
are used in the inversion process, it creates two linearly dependent rows in the FRF matrix which 
results in a higher condition number [122]. Therefore, a potentially effective method is to 
optimize the location of the sensor in order to obtain meaningful information to solve problems 
associated with the inversion methods. However, to locate these optimal positions where the 
response can be measured is a significant challenge. In this regard, Thite and Thompson [126, 
128] have reviewed various methods which can be used to optimize the locations to measure 
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the response. These include the Guyan reduction approach, methods of maximum/average 
modal kinetic energy or average driving point residue, the effective independence method and 
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. They also considered a sensor placement criterion proposed 
by Blau in order to determine the inverse force. Thite and Thompson also suggest a procedure 
to find the best combination of response positions which is based on the “composite condition 
number” method. Another method to calculate the best possible combination of response 
positions was proposed by Zheng et al., based on a ‘coherence factor’ of the transfer function 
matrix [131].  
3.6 Summary   
This chapter has explained source activity and accelerance as two basic source parameters. It 
has demonstrated that the blocked force methods may be used to measure source activity if the 
source is independent of any sort of constraints imposed by the receiver. Moreover, source, 
receiver and interface brief discussed. 
One of the drawbacks of using the blocked force method has been identified as the requirement 
of additional measurements to characterize the machine, using the frequency response function. 
In addition, there are the solutions required for ill-posed inverse problems. Moreover, further 
investigations on the application of the blocked force method are required to investigate its 
potential adaptation for use with condition monitoring.    
For condition monitoring, it has also been noted that most commonly used methods are 
applicable only in the frequency domain, which potentially conceals some features of the time-
domain signals which could be useful for the fault detection. It is worth noting that the blocked 
force represents a property which is associated with the source region only and it doesn’t 
depend on those boundary conditions which are outside the source region. This establishes a 
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platform for this thesis in which the blocked force method will be tested to determine its 
applicability to condition monitoring and its advantages and disadvantages will be investigated.   
The blocked force signal will be used in this research as an alternative to housing acceleration. 
Thus, the following chapter presents the test rig, which will be used to obtain the blocked force 
signal using the inverse process.  
 
 
 
 
Chapter 4 
 
 
 
4 Experimental test rig 
 
This chapter describes the test rig used for the experimental investigation and the data 
acquisition system. It also presents the accelerometers and accelerometer mounting 
techniques. The experimental procedure and steps used to collect and analyse the vibration 
signals from the gearbox, for healthy and faulty gear conditions are described.  
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4.1 Introduction 
Vibrations originate from many and various sources on any rotating machine. Components 
such as shafts, generator, gears and bearings generate different vibrations and noise. Aspects 
of the new approach, the blocked force, introduced in Chapter 3 will be tested further in Chapter 
5 using test rig, described in this Chapter. However, the test rig will be used for both 
conventional acceleration and inverse measurements. 
Before starting any measurement, the test rig was divided into source (the active part) and 
receiver (the passive part). The blocked force will be defined at the interface between them. 
Once the source, receiver and interface are known, the two stages of measurement begin.  
The test rig will be used in this research for sets of two measurements: 
1) Inverse (blocked force) measurements: these will be conducted using several 
accelerometers mounted on the housing or on the interfaces as described in chapter 5. To 
obtain the blocked force signals, the measurements are divided into two sets; 
A) Accelerance measurement: for this test, a hammer is used to excite each point at the 
interface or on the housing in order to measure the accelerance presented in the 
previous chapter. However, each FRF was calculated from averages 3 excitations. 
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It should be noted that, in theory, a shaker could also be used to measure the accelerance 
as well as a hammer but in practice it is impossible to use because of the mounting is 
difficult.    
B) Acceleration measurement: in these tests, the measurements are divided into two stages;  
i. Simulated acceleration where the hammer is used to excite one remote point (this point 
is used as reference point to validate the obtained blocked force) and responses are 
recorded, and 
ii. Actual acceleration generated by the motor. These acceleration measurements are the 
same as those used in conventional CM but the data will be processed differently. 
Calculation of the blocked force is always carried out in the frequency domain, which means 
the measured acceleration will be transformed into the frequency domain. Once the blocked 
force signal has been calculated and validated, it is then transformed back into the time domain. 
Subsequently, signal processing will be used to investigate whether the results could be useful 
for fault detection.   
2) The acceleration measurements: these will be conducted using the same test rig for 
measuring the acceleration so one of the accelerometers mounted on the housing will be 
considered as accelerometer which has been used to collect the vibration signals for the 
healthy and faulty condition of the gear to illustrate more traditional methods for fault 
detection and identification as described in chapter 6. 
The flow chart, Figure (4.1), shows the process of the experimental tests for both acceleration 
and blocked force measurements. 
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Figure 4-1 Scheme flowchart for the two different measurements: the left column shows the conventional 
route to CM using acceleration signal and the right column corresponds to the blocked force process. The 
same signal processing is applied to both signals 
4.2 Test rig experiments  
The test rig chosen for this research is not only because it is widely used in industry, but also 
because it allows faults to be easily simulated and numerous CM techniques to be extensively 
applied and evaluated. 
Figure (4.2) and (4.3) are an illustrative photograph of the realistic test rig and gearbox 
components used in this study. To begin with, experimental data was collected using the test 
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rig. Tests were carried out for different shaft speeds using a healthy pair of spur gears and one 
suffering from two levels of tooth breakage on the pinion: fault 1 - 25% tooth removed, fault 2 
- 85% tooth removed. The “% tooth removal” refers to the percentage length removed from a 
single tooth. A schematic of the gear with 25% and 85% tooth removed is shown in 
Figure (4.4). However, two different speeds were chosen at random but fairly representative of 
gearbox speed in typical vibration. There are three sample frequencies: 51.2 kHz, 25.6 kHz, 
and 12.8 kHz, so, the maximum sample rate in the software has been used in this thesis for 
flexibility. 
 
Figure 4-2 Photo of test rig  
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Figure 4-3 Photo of gearbox test rig components 
 
 
Figure 4-4 Faulty gear condition, the red colour indicates the healthy tooth (zero tooth removed), yellow 
indicates the first fault (25% of tooth removed), orange indicates the second fault (85% of tooth removed) 
4.3 Test rig components 
In this section, test rig components for both tests are presented as following:  
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4.3.1 Spur Gears and Bearings 
The spur gear, described in Chapter Two and used in the tests is detailed in Table (4.1) and 
shown in Figure (4.5). Supporting bearing used in this research (RS Deep Groove Ball   Bearing 
6190121 RS 6001-2RS, 12mm x 28mm x 8mm). 
 
Figure 4-5 Spur gear used in this project 
Table 4-1 test rig specifications of the gear 
Parameters Value  
Type of test gears Spur  
Material of gear Steel  
No. of teeth, pinion 30 
No. of teeth, gear 30 
Bore Diameter 12mm 
Pitch Diameter, pinion 60mm 
Pitch Diameter, gear 60mm 
Hub Diameter 50mm  
Face width 20mm 
Type of fault in gear (Removal teeth %) 25 and 85 % 
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4.3.2 Gearbox Housing  
Figure (4.6) shows two different covers used in this research, one of aluminium and another of 
steel. As mentioned in Chapter 3, one of the main potential advantages of blocked force method 
is that the effect of the housing can be removed from the signal and the blocked force should 
be the same. 
 
Figure 4-6 Two gearbox covers (one aluminium of thickness 10 mm, the other steel of thickness 1.5 mm) 
4.3.3 Shafts 
The drive shaft has a pinion or gear attached to it, and is the means by which power and motion 
are transferred. By virtue of their function, shafts act as the axes of rotation of the gears. Two 
shafts were used in this case study; input and output. 
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4.3.4 Motor and Controller 
Figure (4.7) shows the drive DC motor used to operate the system to provide operational data 
(with speeds 0-3000 rpm). It is very important for making comparative measurements to ensure 
that the speed is exactly repeatable, hence the need for a controller. Figure (4.8) shows the 
controller which is used to adjust and operate the motor at the required speeds.  
 
Figure 4-7 DC Motor (Schneider Electric 0.4 kW Servo Motor, 220V, 1.27nm, 3000 rpm, 
BCH0801O12A1C) 
 
Figure 4-8 Controller (Schneider Electric 0.4 kW Encoder Feedback Servo Drive, 2.6 A, 220 V, 0 +55 °C, 
LXM23DU04M3X) 
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4.3.5 Impact Hammer 
The hammer used to measure the Frequency Response Function (FRF) physically excites each 
excitation point (where each accelerometer has been mounted on chosen visible interface) on 
the housing with an impact of known frequency content and, here, with sensitivity 10.41 mV/N 
and frequency range 5000 Hz. Hammers such as this are standard items of equipment in the 
field of structural dynamics testing, however, it is not widely known in CM. It serves the 
purpose of providing artificial or simulated excitation of the machine in a controlled way, 
which can be helpful in the preliminary test phase, as described later. The impact tip material 
used in this thesis Plastic. However, the number of impacts is 3 times. 
 
Figure 4-9Artificial hammer, types 8206-001 
4.3.6 Accelerometers 
Accelerometers are electromechanical devices, widely used in research and industry to measure 
the movement of mechanical surfaces and provide an electrical output (voltage) which is 
directly proportional to the acceleration of the surface. Piezoelectric accelerometers, the most 
commonly used accelerometers today are inertial devices and comprise two main elements; a 
seismic mass which generates the inertial force and a wafer thin piezoelectric crystal on which 
the force acts and which produces an electrical charge [132]. 
Piezoelectric accelerometers are robust, accurate and sensitive as well as being light, small and 
relatively easy to mount on the vibrating surface [133]. For frequencies in the range of a few 
Hz to about 20 kHz, piezoelectric accelerometers are probably the most suitable of all 
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accelerometers [132]. Accelerometers are used for both measurements with a sensitivity of 10 
mV/g. Vibration range is up to 6 kHz; bandwidth from 0.3 Hz to 6 kHz. 
  
Figure 4-10 Photo of piezoelectric accelerometer 
Accelerometer mounting techniques 
It is necessary for any accelerometer to be mounted correctly [2]. There are recommended 
mounting techniques, such as those in BS ISO 5348-1998 Mechanical vibration and shock - 
Mechanical mounting of accelerometers, for attaching accelerometers to accurately measure 
the vibration of surfaces. For an accurate measure of the acceleration, the accelerometer must 
be mounted so there is close mechanical contact between the accelerometer and the surface 
whose acceleration is to be measured. Bad (loose) mounting can adversely affect vibration 
measurements by seriously reducing the usable frequency range.  
4.3.7 NetdB data acquisition unit  
NetdB is a commercially available 12-channel acquisition front-end from 01dB-Metravib 
dedicated to vibro-acoustic applications (signal recording, frequency analysis, acoustic power, 
modal analysis, sound quality, and acoustical imaging), see Figure (4.11). NetdB is Ethernet 
technology based, allowing synchronization between a computer and several NetdB systems. 
The data synchronization process enables data from several sources to be recorded 
simultaneously in real time without any loss synchronisation.  
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o Sample rate is 51.2 kHz, 
o Data resolution: 0.39625 
o Dynamic range dB (24 bits) 
o FFT window (3276) 
 
 
Figure 4-11 NetdB data acquisition device (Data resolution: 0.39625. Dynamic range dB (24 bits)) 
4.4 Processing and Analysing Software  
After the measured signal from the accelerometer is received, the accuracy of the fault detection 
and diagnosis will depend on the software used to process the data. The NetdB acquisition card 
used in this research has 12 channels on which to record and save the measured data. MatLab 
software was used to analyse this data. The results obtained using these codes can be seen in 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7.  
4.5 Experimental procedure 
The NetdB is designed to interface any test rig to a computer in order to measure, monitor 
and record variables such as acceleration.   
 The NetdB, accelerometers, and cables were correctly connected together and checked. 
 The mounting locations for the transducers were cleaned of dust, dirt, oil and paint and 
the accelerometers were glued using appropriate super glue (Everbuild Stick2 industrial 
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superglue GP). The interfaces were chosen random where it is possible to connection 
between receiver and source. Care was taken to avoid unnecessary crossing of cables 
to avoid introducing unnecessary electromagnetic noise and minimise power supply 
frequency pickup. 
 The positions of accelerometers have been chosen at random (in CM they can be 
mounted on the cap of the bearing or on the housing). In our case study, we choose to 
mount them on the housing firstly for ease of mounting and removal, secondly, for easy 
excitation and thirdly to provide illustration of removing the effect of the housing. 
 The mesh frequencies for both speeds are at 275 and 425 Hz respectively. Therefore, 
the signal above 1000 Hz will be filtered using low pass filter for both measurements 
(conventional and blocked force measurement in frequency domain) to be consistent, 
after which the filtered signals will be transformed into time domain and then subjected 
to signal processing techniques.  
 For inverse measurement to obtain the blocked force, the two-stage measurement 
procedure was conducted as mentioned in a previous chapter. The assembly is divided 
into source, receiver and interface, see section (3.2.2). Measurement of FRFs and 
operational acceleration has been introduced above, and examples are given in the 
following chapter to illustrate the location of sensors and the details of the measurement 
procedure.  
 For acceleration measurement, as mentioned above one accelerometer has been chosen 
and used for analysis, after which it has been transformed and filtered. After that the 
filtered signal has been transformed to time domain and subjected to signal processing 
techniques to identify the condition of the machine, as described in Chapter 6. 
 Housing covers of two different materials were used to provide two different sets of 
test data which could be used to validate the obtained blocked force. The obtained 
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blocked force signals for two housings will be filtered using low pass filter in frequency 
domain and then transformed to time domain. After that some signal processing 
techniques will be applied, as described in chapter 7. 
 The computer saved the measured data for the acceleration and blocked force tests and 
then used MATLAB for analysis.  
4.6 Summary procedure 
A standard test procedure was developed to ensure good measurement practice. Each 
accelerometer was clearly labelled by colour coding to help ensure it was always used in the 
same orientation. Data was collected from all transducers for all tests, whether the data was of 
immediate interest or not, as this did not alter the acquisition time.  
Measurements were often taken on separate days to ensure confidence in the repeatability of 
data collected. The first file in any data acquisition period was analysed, using the Matlab 
software, before further data was collected to ensure that sensible data had been recorded. 
The test rig, described above, will be used for the blocked force measurement as described in 
the next chapter. Chapter 6 will describe the use of signal processing techniques for fault 
detection. In Chapter 7 the same signal processing techniques will be applied for fault detection 
using the obtained blocked force signals. 
 
Chapter 5 
5 Preliminary measurements of blocked forces 
 
 
This chapter is focused on the preliminary measurement of the blocked force. In order to refine 
the blocked force technique and its application, several experiments have been carried out 
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using a coupled beam system and the test rig. Later in the thesis, the test rig will be used to 
acquire the blocked forces arising from a gear fault. 
 
                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction  
As mentioned in the chapter three, the measurement of blocked forces requires a two-stage 
measurement procedure; the accelerance and acceleration measurements. The test rig, 
presented in the previous chapter, is here used to illustrate the blocked force technique. 
Refining the technique began with a simple test using beam structure before moving on to the 
gearbox test rig itself. 
The benefit of the inverse method is that it allows one to avoid directly measuring the desired 
quantity, which in our case is the force, by measuring instead a more accessible quantity 
(acceleration) from which the desired quantity can be derived [134].   
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However, despite the strong research record and many publications on the topic, inverse force 
determination remains a topic for experts. Obtaining the accelerance matrices requires 
technical expertise in the measurement of accelerance, and handling the subsequent data 
processing requires judgement on how to set parameters for over-determination and 
regularization [110].  
The internal forces are usually difficult to measure or model so, typically, equivalent 
operational interface forces are used instead. In most practical situations it is extremely difficult 
to mount force transducers at the connection interface for a direct determination of the blocked 
force [84]. Elliott and Moorhouse have demonstrated [21, 96] that the acceleration at the 
interface and the accelerance of the combined source-receiver structure can be used to calculate 
the blocked force. Both acceleration and accelerance can be obtained from the measurements 
made.  
It is likely that accelerometers can be placed close to the connection between source and 
receiver. However, the accelerance measurement is likely to be difficult. To overcome this 
difficulty and to obtain more accurate results, the principle of reciprocity is applied to enable 
the use of remote measurement positions [96]. The experimental validation using two parallel 
beams coupled at two points is presented in [105] and the technique developed is used here. 
Previous studies have used the blocked force as tool for prediction purposes whilst in this work 
we will investigate its use for condition monitoring using the test rig described in the previous 
chapter. 
In the following sections, preliminary measurements of blocked forces are made on a simple 
beam structure. Following this a more complex assembly is considered; the gearbox test rig, 
shown in Figure (4.2). 
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5.2 Blocked Force Experiments using beams 
Before taking blocked force measurements on the test rig, it was necessary to refine the 
techniques on a simpler, more controlled system.    
In practice, multiple contacts will be used to support a real vibration source. Figure (5.1) shows 
the experimental beam coupling setup for this test. The source and receiver were coupled 
rigidly at two points through two 3 cm2feet. The source and receiver were coupled rigidly by 
screws forcing the structures to couple in-plane.  
 
Figure 5-1 Schematic of two beams coupled at two points: it shows illustration of source beam (with two 
feet footings) coupled to a receiver beam rigidly, 1 and 2 indicate interfaces, Four accelerometers are 
mounted underneath the upper beam and one accelerometer as remote point (reference point) on lower 
beam 
Using the beam structure shown in the figure above, the remote measurement of blocked forces 
was investigated. It was shown by Elliott [101], that the blocked force, measured in-situ using 
the special case of equation (3.23), could be used to predict the behavior of the source whilst 
installed in a different environment (housing). It was further shown that the more degrees of 
freedom included in the characterisation, the better prediction was obtained [101].   
5.3  Measurement setup 
The upper beam was considered as a source while the lower one was considered to be the 
receiver. Accelerometers were mounted underneath of upper beam and a force hammer used 
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to excite above each point in turn (the “excited points” were immediately above the 
accelerometers). In-plane accelerance was not measured and therefore not accounted for.  
A reference accelerometer mounted on the lower beam was used for blocked force validation 
by comparing the measured and predicted acceleration (composed using the acquired blocked 
forces). The following sections illustrate the measurement of accelerance and acceleration 
based on the beam experiment.  
5.3.1 Accelerance measurement 
Shown in Figure (5.2) is an illustration of accelerance matrix measurements. Here, four 
positions were chosen to describe the source-receiver interface, these positions were 
immediately above the accelerometers. A force hammer was used to excite each point on the 
upper source beam (each point of these positions), and resultant accelerances were arranged 
into the matrix, 
𝐀 = (
A11 A12 A13    
A21 A22 A23    
A31 A31 A33    
A14 
A24 
 A34 
A41 A41 A43   A44 
) (5-1) 
where 4x4 are the number of forces and responses. (A11  Represents a transfer function 
between the impact force at point 𝒇𝑐1 and response at point 𝑎𝑏1. A12 a transfer function 
between the impact force at point 𝒇𝑐1 and response at point 𝑎𝑏22, and so on, in Eq. (5.1)).  
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Figure 5-2 Schematic of an ideal source and receiver system to illustrate the measurement of the 
accelerance of a coupled system. The orange arrows are the applied forces (hammer blows) and the blue 
arrows are the response points for FRF measurement 
It is worth to mention that the coherences for all measurements were checked while 
measurements were conducted but not reported in this thesis. However, the checked of 
accelerance using the reciprocity check has been reported in this thesis. 
5.3.2 ‘Acceleration’ measurement 
Figure (5.3) is an illustration of the measurement of the ‘acceleration’. The hammer is used to 
simulate internal forces and that is why they are not true operational accelerations. An 
excitation was applied at one point on the upper source beam and response measurements made 
using the interface and remote reference accelerometer. The acceleration, denoted (𝒂), is 
arranged into a vector as shown in Eq. (5.2).  
𝒂 = (
𝑎1
𝑎2
𝑎3
𝑎4
) (5-2) 
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Figure 5-3 Schematic of source and receiver assembly is illustrating the measurement of ‘acceleration’ of 
a coupled beam at each point. The orange arrow is the applied force and the blue arrows are the 
responses points for ‘accelerations’ measurement 
Referring again to Figure (5.3) it can be seen that the points where the accelerations are 
measured correspond to those included in the accelerance matrix, as in Figure (5.2). The only 
required measurements at the contact points are the acceleration responses (linear and angular) 
to a remote exciting force (linear only). If additional measurements are included, i.e. more 
remote points than the product of the number of contact points and degrees of freedom, the 
problem can be overdetermined [101, 110]. The combination of these two measurements 
(accelerance and ‘acceleration’) allows for the blocked force of the source to be calculated.  
5.3.3 Pre-processing data check 
In the previous section, the procedure of inverse measurement was explained. In this section, 
the importance of carrying out preliminary checks to obtain the correct data, amplitude and 
phase of the accelerance is described. Reciprocity, which was presented in Section (3.2), is one 
of several ways of checking the data and it plays an important role with the accelerance matrix. 
The measured interface accelerance matrix should be reciprocal, i.e. the matrix should be 
complex symmetric. However, if it is not reciprocal, it can lead to problems in determining the 
blocked force. Thus, it is very important to check the data before attempting the inverse 
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procedures and one way to do that is by comparing reciprocal values. For that, various 
experiments have to be done in order to measure and check the data.  
Figures (5.4) and (5.5) show examples of reciprocity of accelerances. All show good agreement 
across the entire frequency range. Other reciprocities show similar levels of agreement but even 
though these reciprocity checks give confidence in the results they do not guarantee the quality 
of the measurements because these are random examples from the full set of reciprocal curves.  
         
Figure 5-4 Reciprocity of the two accelerances 𝐀𝟏,𝟐 , 𝐀𝟐,𝟏 
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 Figure 5-5 Reciprocity of the two accelerances 𝐀𝟑,𝟒 , 𝐀𝟒,𝟑 
Having measured the ‘operational acceleration’, it is then multiplied by inverted accelerance 
to calculate the blocked force, as in Eq. (3.25). In the following, the term 'On-board validation' 
is used to mean validation of the obtained blocked force signals, see Figure (5.6).  
5.3.4 On-board validation 
On-board validation using artificial excitation has become popular as tool to ensure the quality 
of measured blocked forces and cross-check the obtained results [85]. It is difficult to determine 
which degrees of freedom are of most importance when describing the structural couplings 
between a source and receiver. 
As mentioned previously, having measured the accelerance, it is then checked and combined 
with the measured ‘acceleration’ to obtain blocked force signal using Eq. (3.25). Once obtained 
blocked force signal at the interfaces, it is then used to predict the acceleration using Eq. (3.26), 
(Two blocked forces which have been at the interface were used to predict this acceleration), 
which will be compared with measured acceleration for validation of that blocked forces.  
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Figure (5.6) represents the result obtained from the on-board validation of the coupled system 
of the beam. The obtained result is good especially considering that the calculations in this 
work were carried through without regularization. It would be expected that the results would 
be improved by the inclusion of additional DoF, but these results are considered sufficient to 
demonstrate the procedure.  
In general, the frequency spectra show good matching between predicted and measured results, 
especially below 557Hz, even though the differences increase with the increase in frequency.      
 
Figure 5-6 On-board validation for artificial excitation of beam experiment. The red line is the measured 
response. Blue line is the response predicted using blocked force 
It was shown above that the blocked forces of a vibration source might be obtained without 
having to dismantle or modify the source-receiver assembly. In the following section, tests on 
a structure with greater complexity (the gearbox test rig) are described. 
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5.4 Blocked force experiments using realistic test rig 
Having demonstrated the measurement of blocked force in the previous section using a simple 
beam structure, the measurement of blocked force with the same procedures was conducted 
using the test rig presented in Chapter 4. For the purposes of this experiment, the accelerance 
and acceleration have been measured as described above.  
In this case, two different operational measurements are considered:   
(a) Artificial ‘operational’ measurement:  a force hammer is used to excite the drive shaft 
with a controlled and repeatable excitation.  
(b) Real operational measurement: in this case, the motor is running and the accelerometers 
on the interface are removed (otherwise the gears cannot be run). 
In real operation, the signal possesses a number of harmonics which makes inspection of the 
results challenging. The artificial excitation, however, yields a smooth response in the 
frequency domain, from which it is easier to observe trends. 
Obviously, with the test rig, the source, receiver and interface are different from those of the 
beams shown in Figure (5.1). Here there is not a single source; it is a combination of gear, shaft 
and supporting bearings. The interfaces are junctions between the gear shafts and housing.   
5.5 Blocked forces based on an artificial excitation   
In this section, the hammer used for artificial excitation, so, the motor has been disassembled 
and removed. Two interfaces have been chosen on which to mount the accelerometers. One 
further remote (reference) point is used for validation purposes (on-board validation) as 
described above.  
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5.5.1 Measurement setup  
The major difference between this case study and the previously described experiment is the 
more complex gearbox structure. In this test rig, the components were assembled in the 
housing, which was disconnected from the motor. Here, the source was assumed to be one shaft 
with its gear and two supporting bearings, while the housing was the receiver. Two interfaces 
were defined as the junctions between the source and receiver (as shown in figure (5.7) with 
two red squares). Ten accelerometers were required on the interface which made the 
arrangement even more complicated and one accelerometer used as reference point for 
validation. 
Figure (5.7) shows a schematic of the test rig, the impact points (these are marked as excitation 
points), and relevant accelerometers mounted on the supporting bearings and housing. In this 
test, the force hammer impacted on the input gear shaft on the top of the shaft head, as shown 
by the black arrows and red crosses. Accelerance and ‘acceleration’ measurements were 
measured using the hammer as mentioned above. Thus, to begin with, the hammer was used to 
excite each point on the interface to measure the accelerance matrix. The accelerance matrix 
was arranged as following:  
𝐀 =
[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A1,1 A1,2 A1,3 A1,4 A1,5 A1,6 A1,7 A1,8 A1,9 A1,10
A2,1 A2,2 A2,3 A2,4 A2,5 A2,6 A2,7 A2,8 A2,9 A2,10
A3,1 A3,2 A3,3 A3,4 A3,5 A3,6 A3,7 A3,8 A3,9 A3,10
A4,1 A4,2 A4,3 A4,4 A4,5 A4,6 A4,7 A4,8 A4,9 A4,10
A5,1 A5,2 A5,3 A5,4 A5,5 A5,6 A5,7 A5,8 A5,9 A5,10
A6,1 A6,2 A6,3 A6,4 A6,5 A6,6 A6,7 A6,8 A6,9 A6,10
A7,1 A7,2 A7,3 A7,4 A7,5 A7,6 A7,7 A7,8 A7,9 A7,10
A8,1 A8,2 A8,3 A8,4 A8,5 A8,6 A8,7 A8,8 A8,9 A8,10
A9,1 A9,2 A9,3 A9,4 A9,5 A9,6 A9,7 A9,8 A9,9 A9,10
A10,1 A10,2 A10,3 A10,4 A10,5 A10,6 A10,7 A10,8 A10,9 A10,10]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (5-3) 
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Figure 5-7 Schematic of test rig (gearbox) showing a two-stage measurement procedure for obtaining 
blocked forces at the interfaces (c) in the red circles. The red crosses indicate the excitation and response 
points for FRF and ‘acceleration’ measurement, r is the (remote) reference point using for validation 
purpose for case study. The blue arrow indicates a measuring excitation point for artificial excitation  
5.5.2 Pre-processing data check 
Figures (5.8) and (5.9) represent reciprocity checks of different elements using the test rig. 
These reciprocities show very good agreement across the entire frequency range. These 
reciprocal accelerances were chosen at random but the same constraint applies here as above, 
these plots do not guarantee that all the measurements are good, but it does give us confidence.    
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Figure 5-8 Reciprocities of different elements  𝐀𝟐,𝟒 and  𝐀𝟒,𝟐 
 
Figure 5-9 Reciprocities of different elements  𝑨𝟑,𝟔 and 𝑨𝟔,𝟑,  
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Other reciprocities had a similar level of agreement see more in Appendix B. Having checked 
the accelerance data, the acceleration was measured by using an artificial excitation of the shaft. 
Again, Eq. (3.26) was used to predict the acceleration based on the blocked force signal 
obtained using the test rig. The predicted acceleration was used to validate the blocked force 
signal by comparing it with the measured acceleration.  
5.5.3 On-board validation 
As stated in Section (5.3.4) an on-board validation is used to validate the obtained blocked 
force for the data taken from the test rig. To meet the requirement of testing quality for a 
rotating machine (gearbox test rig) it is necessary to have confidence in the predicted 
acceleration based on blocked forces. Therefore, some form of validation for the obtained 
blocked forces is necessary.  
Figure (5.10) shows on-board validation results using ten blocked forces. The obtained result 
is excellent especially considering that the calculations in this work were carried through 
without regularization. The predicted response is in excellent agreement with the directly 
measured response across the majority of the frequency range. However, there is a small under-
prediction between about 500 Hz and 900 Hz, which suggests that a source of energy may not 
have been accounted for, (possibly a neglected DoF).  
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 Figure 5-10 On-board validation for artificial excitation using test rig. The red line is the measured 
response. Blue line is the response predicted using the blocked force 
Having obtained the blocked force signal based on artificial excitation of the gearbox test rig, 
a further test was conducted using same procedure but based on real operational excitation and 
with more complexity by changing the interface and adding more components.  
5.6 Blocked forces based on real operational data  
In the previous case, one shaft with two support bearings and gear was assumed to be the source 
and the force hammer was used to artificially excite the structure to measure accelerance and 
‘operational acceleration’. In the following, the force hammer is only used for measuring the 
accelerance, however, the excitation is provided by the operational source itself, by gear 
meshing driven by the motor. Further, in this test, additional components were added to both 
structure and interface changed.   
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5.6.1 Measurement setup 
Unlike the previous test, the system considered here is more complicated because of the 
additional shaft, etc. The interface between the two sets of meshing gear teeth (small region) 
was assumed to be a source and the rest of the housing was assumed to be the receiver. Here, 
two accelerometers were required on the interface because the region of the interface is very 
small to insert more accelerometers. Four accelerometers were mounted on the housing as 
shown in Figure (5.11). However, three of these accelerometers were excited and one used as 
remote point for validation purposes. The tests comprise (1) FRF measurement (machine 
switched off) with accelerometers on the source region boundaries (small region at meching 
point) and hammer excitation at locations on the housing (2) accelerometers mounting on the 
interface removed and vibration signals are recorded at the same positions on the housing. 
 
Figure 5-11 Schematic of the test rig showing Source and receiver assembled structure (accelerometer 
positions on the interface and housing). Two-stage measurement procedure for obtaining blocked forces 
at the interface (c) in a red square between the meshing teeth. While𝐀𝟑, 𝐀𝟒 and 𝐀𝟓 are excitation points 
for FRF measurement but response points for the operational measurement). 𝐀𝟔 is the reference point for 
validation purpose.  
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It was difficult or impossible to excite the interface point (source region) because it was inside 
the machine, see Figure (5.12).  
 
Figure 5-12 Source and interface in test rig 
Preliminary measurement has abeen conducted using 2 DoFs. However, a single DoF was 
considered appropriate in this experiment:   
 Because we used spur gear, the load is transformed mainly through vertical direction 
which why we used single DoF in that direction. It is worth to mention that for other 
type of gears such as helical gear, additional DoF may be used but this for future work).  
 For first time attempt the experiment we start it simple DoF 
 It is initially considered 2 DoF using 4 accelerometers and from that we found the result 
gained of 2 accelerometers using one DoF is similar. We tried to use more DoF (using 
more accelerometers) and detailed description with 2 DoFs did not perform better. 
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The accelerance was measured by exciting the chosen positions on the housing with two 
accelerometers mounted on the interface (gear meshing teeth).  
The measured accelerance was arranged into a matrix as shown in Eq. (5.1). It is should be 
noted that the reference point was not included in the accelerance matrix. Having measured the 
accelerance, the accelerometers mounted on the interface were removed and the motor turned 
on to be able to measure the real operational acceleration signal. Here, we invoke the 
reciprocity principle to avoid direct measurement, which would require excitation inside the 
housing and the accelerometers on the housing. Using the reciprocity principle, the position of 
the excitation of response may be interchanged so; we apply the excitation externally on the 
housing while the accelerometers are mounted inside the housing. 
5.6.2 Pre-processing data check 
As in the previous case of the tests, Figure shows a reciprocity check. Once again, good 
agreement is seen through most of the frequency range, with some divergence below 80Hz and 
above 600 Hz. Again, these results do not guarantee the measurements but do give confidence. 
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Figure 5-13 Reciprocity of two accelerances 𝐀𝟑,𝟒 and  𝐀𝟒,𝟑 
Having measured and checked the accelerance as in figure (5.13), the operational acceleration 
is measured and then transformed to frequency domain. After that, it is combined with the 
inverse accelerance matrix to calculate the blocked force signal.  
5.6.3 On-board Validation  
Again an on-board validation is used to validate the blocked force for the data obtained from 
the test rig. Eq. (3.26) has been used to predict the operational acceleration, which used to 
compare with the measured acceleration, in order to validate the obtained blocked force signal.   
By replacing the (artificial) ‘operational’ excitation with the real acceleration, acquiring the 
resultant blocked force and performing on-board validation using real acceleration, will allow 
a demonstrating of the method. The comparison between predicted and measured accelerations 
provides a validation of the calculated blocked force.  
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This blocked force describes the source independently and can be used to make predictions. 
Moreover, the acceleration as driven by the motor was measured and responses determined at 
the same positions as the accelerometers (except for those on the interface which were 
removed). As mentioned in section (3.2.2) the remote point which has been used to validate 
the obtained blocked force signal by comparing it with the measured one was not included in 
the acceleramce matrix.  
For completeness, two sets of blocked forces were considered, one from the original test rig, 
and the other from the test rig as modified by a top sheet of different material and thickness, as 
described in Chapter 7.  
Figures (5.14) and (5.15) show the results obtained from the on-board validation using two 
blocked forces at the gear mesh interface at two different speeds. As can be seen, there is good 
level of agreement which was obtained across the majority of the frequency range, which 
suggests that most of the contributing DoF were accounted for.   
The agreement between predicted and measured operational accelerations is good in the 
majority of frequency range. Again, this suggests that most of the contributing DoF have been 
accounted for.  
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Figure 5-14 On-board validation results of two blocked forces using aluminium cover. The blue line is the 
predicted acceleration. Red line is the measured acceleration at 550 rpm 
 
Figure 5-15 On-board validation results of two blocked forces using aluminium cover. The blue line is the 
predicted acceleration. Red line is the measured acceleration at 850 rpm 
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There are, however, under-predictions at some frequencies. This again suggests that some 
energy may not have been accounted for. Therefore, it can be said that the in-situ blocked force 
can be used as an invariant source descriptor for the test rig.  
5.7 Summary  
This chapter began by illustrating the preliminary measurement of the in-situ blocked force 
technique on the simple beam structure before moving onto a more complex structure, the 
gearbox. In order to test the blocked force and its application in CM, the accelerance and 
operational acceleration were measured using the purposed built test rig. However, accelerance 
was measured using the force hammer whilst the acceleration measurement was divided into 
two parts; using the hammer to simulate the ‘acceleration’ and secondly operating the motor to 
obtain the real acceleration. Note that the interface was different for the two tests. It was 
relocated to be close to the gear mesh point to extract the impulsive signal due to the gears 
meshing.  
For both tests the beam and the test rig, experimental results obtained showed good agreement. 
Additionally, the blocked forces obtained were validated using on-board validation. Thus, this 
chapter has shown that the blocked force can be measured for a gearbox.  
The following Chapter 6 will present some signal processing techniques and their applications 
for CM and determine the presence of a fault in the gearbox. Initially they will be applied to 
the signal after it will be filtered in order to illustrate their use using one accelerometer from 
which have been used for blocked force measurement as in figure (5.11).  
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Chapter 6 
  
6 Fault detection based on acceleration signal 
 
In this chapter, the acceleration signals measured on the housing have been used for identifying 
a suitable signal characteristic for determining broken tooth faults in gears. The acceleration 
signal was collected and both conventional and advanced techniques were applied to detect 
the faults.    
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6.1 Introduction  
There are many conventional techniques which are used to monitor the condition of rotating 
machinery. Most of these methods are easy to understand and simple to implement. Certain of 
them will be used here and applied to the measured acceleration signal from a gearbox in order 
to assess the gearbox condition, and it will be used later to evaluate indirect blocked force 
signals. Advanced signal processing methods are also used for reasons discussed later.  
Some of these techniques extract diagnostic information directly from time domain signals 
whilst others gather the information from the frequency domain.  
Vibration analysis involves the collection of relevant data from a machine which can then be 
displayed as a time domain plot or transformed using standard techniques into the frequency 
domain [48]. Fault detection techniques include many statistical parameters based on the time 
domain, frequency domain and time–frequency domain to detect damage of the gearbox.  
The test rig described in Section (4.1) was used to simulate the behaviour of a real rotating 
gearbox into which faults could be seeded. When the faults were present the gearbox imitated 
the response of a real machine and could be used to investigate methods for the detection and 
diagnosis of the seeded faults.  
It is worth to mention that each accelerometer position used for the blocked force measurement 
can also be considered individually in the appraisal of the conventional approach in this 
chapter. So, two accelerometers have been chosen at random and used for conventional 
measurement. However, the results of one accelerometer has been shown in this chapter while 
the other results are similar.  
Review of basic signal analysis techniques  
The most commonly used signal processing strategies for the CM of machinery are time and 
frequency domain analysis. 
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Time domain analysis 
The time domain is a plot of signal amplitude versus time and time-domain analysis is 
appropriate where periodic vibration (which may take the form of impulses) occurs [48] [135]. 
The most common statistical indicators obtained from time domain signals for machinery are 
root mean square (RMS), kurtosis (K), crest factor (CF) and skewness (Sk) [136, 137]. A 
commonly used term for these indicators is “condition indices” and according to their values 
the condition of a gearbox, for example, would be judged acceptable or not, as the case might 
be. 
If the value of the statistical parameter, e.g. the RMS, increased that would be taken as an 
indication of the gearbox’s deteriorating condition. The assumption is that measured values for 
a damaged gear would be greater than the corresponding values for a baseline gear, and by 
comparing like with like, e.g. RMS values of a given vibration signal with a fault present with 
baseline values for the same gear, the fault and its level of severity could be detected. The RMS 
is a measure of energy in the signal but K and CF of a signal are measures of its ‘spikiness’, 
the presence of peaks in the signal, which can be of great use in detecting the early stages of 
gear damage. K and CF both increase with increase in vibration generated by the early growth 
of a fault, but beyond a certain stage, as the damage increases and the defect spreads, the 
vibration becomes more random in nature and K and CF reduce to more normal levels. 
Advanced signal processing will also be considered in this research in order to test their 
effectiveness in detecting and diagnosing faults in the given gearbox system, when the gearbox 
operates under various speeds and different degrees of tooth breakage. 
6.2 Feature extraction 
In condition monitoring, signal-processing techniques are used as a tool for successful machine 
health monitoring and fault diagnostics. An important step is to determine a good diagnostic 
parameter, e.g. a parameter that changes in a manner that accurately reflects the fault. After 
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considering a number of statistical parameters that could be suitable for this purpose, it was 
decided that the most commonly used statistical indicators: root mean square (RMS), kurtosis 
(K), crest factor (CF) and skewness (Sk) would be the most effective parameters to reflects 
changes in the level of the fault [39, 40].  These statistical parameters are defined in the next 
section. 
6.3 Statistical measures  
These techniques extract statistical parameters from the time-domain signal to indicate damage 
to a gearbox. The chosen parameters are: 
a) Root mean square (RMS) 
The RMS is defined for signal x as  
RMS = √
1
N
∑(xi
2)
N
i=1
 (6-1) 
where x is the amplitude of the time domain signal, N is the total number of samples and 
subscript i refers to the ith sample.  
RMS is a simple and common approach to the measurement of the overall intensity of a signal, 
and provides an averaging effect, which reduces the influence of individual impulses in, say, a 
vibration signal [5]. For gears the RMS of the vibration signal is a good indicator of general 
health level. However, by its nature the RMS of a signal is not sensitive to isolated peaks in the 
signal, and this parameter has not been found to be sensitive for diagnosing tooth failure in 
gearbox systems [39, 138]. 
b) Kurtosis  
Kurtosis examines the shape of the amplitude distribution of the time-domain signal, and is 
defined in Eq. 6.2 [139]. If the amplitude distribution of a vibration signal is Gaussian then the 
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corresponding value of the kurtosis is 3. Strictly, kurtosis is the fourth normalized moment of 
the spectral amplitude. It describes how a signal is grouped around its mean value. 
K =
1
N
∑ (x𝑧 − x̅)
4k
𝑧=1
[
1
N
∑ (x𝑧 − x̅)2
k
𝑧=1 ]
2 (6-2) 
where x𝑧 is the 𝑧
𝑡ℎ sample of the time series, ?̅? is the mean value of the time series, and k is 
the total number of data points.  
The higher the kurtosis value the sharper the peak(s), and the longer their tails in the signal. 
The lower the kurtosis, the more rounded the peak(s). The value of the kurtosis will increase if 
the vibration signal contains sharp peaks. Thus, the value of the kurtosis will be higher for 
faults which impose an impulsive character on the signal.  
c) Crest factor  
This feature is considered here because it is generally considered useful for the detection of 
early stage defects in bearings and gears. The CF is the ratio of the peak level of the time-
domain signal to its RMS value [25]. Thus, the value of the CF will increase when the signal 
contains peaks. For gears under normal conditions 2 ≤ CF ≤ 6 [48], so if the value of the CF 
increases above 6 that should be taken to mean the presence of a defect. This parameter is 
suitable for such cases, which have sources of vibration such as occur with tooth removal from 
a gear as we are investigated here, or bearing defect.  
 
CF =
peak level
RMS
 (6-3) 
  
d) Skewness  
Skewness is the normalized third central moment; 
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SK =
E[(xi − x̅)
3]
RMS3
 (6-4) 
  
where E the expected value of the function. 
Skewness is used to measure symmetry of the signal and for a symmetrical amplitude 
distribution SK = 0. Skewness reflects whether an amplitude distribution curve is skewed to 
the left or right of the Gaussian distribution. When SK is positive the amplitude distribution is 
asymmetric with its “pointed end” extending towards higher, more positive values.  If SK is 
negative, again the amplitude distribution is asymmetric but the tail extends towards lower 
values [39]. 
6.4 Total energy 
This parameter is based on the calculation of energy and uses curve fitting for the meshing 
frequency and its sideband zones. If the signal 𝒙(𝒇) represents the fitted curve for a frequency 
band from 𝒇𝟏  to 𝒇𝟐  , the total energy of signal 𝒙(𝒇) in that band (TE) can be expressed as:  
𝑇𝐸 = ∫ 𝑥(𝑓)𝑑𝑓
𝑓2
𝑓1
 (6-5) 
  where 𝒇𝟏 and 𝒇𝟐 are lower and upper frequencies of the frequency band, respectively.  
For Equation (6.5), integration may be done for the whole range of frequencies using a FFT. 
However, this integration is numerically performed using the trapezoidal rule and calculating 
the area between adjacent points using an equation for the spectral envelope obtained curve 
fitting. TE method was also applied to detect in wind turbine blade suffering from different 
lengths of crack and helical gear tooth breakage faults in the experimental. However, the results 
show that the values of the TE must be increased once the fault increases [48, 49]. 
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6.5 Empirical mode decomposition method 
Recently, EMD has been applied to many different types of time domain signals to decompose 
them into IMFs, each of which is taken to be generated by a separate physical source with its 
own time characteristics [140]. Huang et al [141, 142] and Wu et al [143] argued that real 
signals will often include many different simple intrinsic modes of oscillation and used EMD 
methods to identify such oscillatory modes in data sets given the following assumptions:  
1- ‘‘The data set contains at least one maximum and one minimum (two extrema); 
2- The time interval between two consecutive extrema defines the characteristic local time 
scale; and 
3- If the data contained no extrema but did contain inflections, then the signal can be obtained 
by integration of the components’’.  
In this technique, a number of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) components could be 
extracted defined as a function that satisfies the following conditions [139].  
“(i). in the full data set, the number of extrema and number of zero-crossing must either be 
equal or differ at most by one. 
(ii). at any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by local maxima and the envelope 
defined by the local minima is zero’’. 
The IMFs indicate the simple oscillatory modes in the signal and an EMD process extracts the 
IMFs subject to the following steps [144]: 
(a) “Identify all the extrema of the signal, and connect all the local maxima by a cubic 
spline line as the upper envelope. Repeat the procedure on the local minima to produce 
the lower envelope.  
(b) Designate the mean of the two envelopes as 𝑚1, and the difference between the signal 
𝑥(𝑡) and 𝑚1 as the first component, ℎ1, so that: 
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(c)  If ℎ1 is an IMF, take it as the first IMF of 𝑥(𝑡). If ℎ1 is not an IMF, take it as the original 
signal and repeat the steps above until k1k is an IMF, and designate k1k as 𝑐1 = ℎ1𝑘 
(d) Separate the first IMF 𝑐1 from 𝑥(𝑡) by   
x(t) − c1 = r1 (6-7) 
(e) Treat residue 𝑟1 as the original signal and subject it to the same process as above, 
therefore we can get other IMFs, 𝑐2, 𝑐3, … . 𝑐𝑛, which satisfy          
                                      𝑟1 − 𝑐2 = 𝑟2            
                                            : 
rn−1 − cn = r2 (6-8) 
 
By summing Equations (6-6) and (6-8) we obtain: 
x(t) = ∑ ci(t) + rn(t)
n
i=1 ’’ (6-9) 
                                                                             
The signal 𝑥(𝑡) can now be decomposed into 𝑛 intrinsic modes with residue 𝑟𝑛.  
6.6 Experimental studies 
The test rig setup was constructed to study fault detection in a gear. The details of the 
experimental setup and procedure are presented in the following subsections.  
6.6.1 Experimental setup description 
Figure (6.1) represents a schematic of the test rig showing accelerometer position and 
components within the gearbox casing. The experiment was carried out at two different speeds. 
As can be seen as in the figure, the accelerometers A4 and A5 have been chosen at random to 
h1 = x(t) − m1 (6-6) 
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use it for fault detection. However, the only results from one accelerometer are shown, the 
other results are similar. The data was acquired using the NetdB data acquisition card.    
 
Figure 6-1 Schematic of test rig and the position of the selected accelerometers (selection was at random) 
6.6.2 Experimental procedure 
In this experiment, the vibration signal was acquired from the baseline gear at shaft speeds of 
550 and 850 rpm, this signal is considered as the baseline. In a second test, a fault is induced 
in the one gear as shown in Figure (4.4) and the corresponding vibration readings were 
extracted. The sampling frequency of 51 kHz was used for collection of data for flexibility (so, 
it can be used for any analysis later). The characteristic vibration frequencies of the test rig are 
listed in table:  
Table 6-1Characteristic vibration frequency at 550 and 850 rpm 
 
Parameters 
 
Value (Hz) 
 550 rpm          850 rpm 
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Gear mesh frequency (GMF) 275           425 
Shaft rotating frequency (fs) 9.167          14.167 
6.7 Experimental results of vibration investigation 
The vibration characteristics of any rotating machine are to some extent unique, due to the 
various transfer characteristics of the machine. However, the aim here is to find which indicator 
is the most effective at detecting changes due to the presence of a defect in the gear, based on 
the measured acceleration signal and can be applied later based on the blocked force signal. 
Figure (6.2) represents the time domain signals for baseline and faulty conditions at a speed of 
550 rpm.  
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Figure 6-2 Time-domain signals. Blue is the baseline signal and black and red are the fault signals at 
25%, 85% tooth breakage respectively, all at speed of 550 rpm  
The time domain signals shown in Figure (6.2) are complex and visually nondescript. Such 
signals are representative of those typically encountered in CM and highlight the need for 
statistical identification methods. For comparison, the baseline vibration signal was used as a 
reference by which to assess other cases. 
6.8 Experimental result using FFT 
Frequency analysis of the experimental vibration signals collected from the baseline machine 
and under the two tooth breakage fault conditions at different rotational speeds was carried out 
using the FFT, as shown in Figures (6.3) to (6.6) respectively.  
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Figure 6-3 FFT for baseline and faulty signals for aluminium cover at 550 rpm, the blue line indicates the 
baseline condition, the black line is for the 25% tooth breakage and the red signals is for 85% 
 
 
6-4 FFT for baseline and faulty signals  for aluminium cover at 850 rpm, the blue line the baseline 
condition, the black line is for the 25% tooth breakage and the red line is for 85% 
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Figure 6-5 FFT for baseline and faulty signals for steel cover at 550 rpm, the blue line indicates the 
baseline condition, the black line is for the 25% tooth breakage and the red line is for 85% 
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Figure 6-6 FFT for baseline and faulty signals for steel cover at 850 rpm, the blue line indicates the 
baseline condition, the black line is for the 25% tooth breakage and the red line is for 85%  
The FFT has been used to transform the time-domain vibration signals of baseline and faulty 
signals to the frequency domain as shown in Figures (6.5) to (6.8). Unfortunately, although the 
figures show changes to the frequency spectrum with the tooth breakage faults, the changes did 
not appear consistent or significant. Additionally, the sidebands were absented from these 
signature signals. The reason is that the recorded signals are complex and their statistic 
characteristics vary with time and because of the effect of the housing as well.  
The results show that the FFT did not provide consistent gear’s condition related information. 
However, for that, the low pass filter has been applied to filter the signal above 1000 Hz as 
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mentioned in the section (4.5) and some statistical parameters were applied to filtered signals 
as in the following section. 
6.9 Comparison of statistical metrics   
In this work, statistical parameters were applied to filtered signals to determine the condition 
of the machine, i.e. whether it is baseline or a fault is present.  
Figures (6.7) and (6.8) show values of statistical parameters for the initial and modified 
assemblies at two rotational speeds, 550 and 850 rpm. The abscissa values of 1, 2 and 3 
correspond to the baseline, 25% and 85% tooth removal, respectively. Results indicate that the 
statistical parameters all vary with defect length, although not all of them in a consistent way 
for either the aluminium or the steel housing.  
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Figure 6-7 Statistical parameters for acceleration signals using aluminium and steel covers. 1, 2 and 3 
refer to baseline and faulty conditions of the machine at 550 rpm 
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Figure 6-8 Statistical parameters for acceleration signals using aluminium and steel covers. 1, 2 and 3 
refer to baseline and faulty conditions of the machine at 850 rpm 
It can be clearly seen that the values of kurtosis for a second assembly at the speed 550 rpm, 
have been increased rapidly for healthy and faulty condition, while for the first housing, there 
was no consistent trend shown. However, for other parameters, there are no consistent trends 
have been obtained, which indicated that even though we used the filter, they did not show 
significant trends for all values, which means that the effect of the housing has not been 
completely removed. At the speed 850 rpm, the values of all parameters shown that there were 
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no consistent trends, which means that the effect of the housing may be remain. For that, the 
more advanced methods have been applied as in the following section. 
6.10 Advanced CM techniques 
This section begins by introducing methods for analysis of non-linear and non-stationary signal 
such as total energy (TE) and empirical mode decomposition (EMD). Data analysis is an 
essential part of the transition from pure research to application. Theory usually begins with 
linear and stationary processes, which are relatively easy to analyse, but many real-world 
problems, particularly in CM, are non-linear and non-stationary.  
6.11 The performance of EMD on experimental vibration data 
EMD method was used to decompose vibration signals collected from the experiments into a 
number of signals, the IMFs. Each IMF represents a different vibration source. Figures (6.9) to 
(6.12) show the decomposed signals for the baseline gear for both housings at rotational speeds 
550 and 850 rpm. The analysis of these baseline data is used as guide for faulty conditions. 
However, decomposed signals for faulty data can be seen in Appendix C.   
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Figure 6-9 Decomposition of experimental gear vibration signal into intrinsic mode functions for baseline 
condition using aluminium cover at 550 rpm 
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Figure 6-10 Decomposition of experimental gear vibration signal into intrinsic mode functions for 
baseline condition using aluminium cover at 850 rpm 
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Figure 6-11 Decomposition of experimental gear vibration signal into intrinsic mode functions for 
baseline condition using steel cover at 550 rpm 
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Figure 6-12 Decomposition of experimental gear vibration signal into intrinsic mode functions for 
baseline condition using steel cover at 850 rpm 
The decomposition separates modes according to their frequencies, and it is assumed that the 
results in the first IMF1 are completely corrupted by noise, whilst low frequency modes IMF2, 
IMF3 and IMF4 are related to components such as gears, bearings and shafts. However, from 
Figures (6.9) to (6.12), it was impossible to identify which mode contains the mesh frequency 
or shaft frequency. 
A FFT was applied to each IMF in turn to produce the spectra shown in Figures (6.13) to (6.16). 
In these figures, the signals show the high and low frequencies produced by the different 
sources such as gears, shafts, bearings as affected by the housing (resonances).  
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Figure 6-13 Fast Fourier transform applied on each IMF; aluminium cover at 550 rpm  
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Figure 6-14 Fast Fourier transform applied on each IMF; aluminium cover at 850 rpm 
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Figure 6-15 Fast Fourier transform applied on each IMF; steel cover at 550 rpm 
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Figure 6-16 Fast Fourier transform applied on each IMF; steel cover at 850 rpm 
Referring to Figures (6.13) to (6.16), which were simplified by considering only the baseline 
case, it was impossible to determine which signal (mode) is consistently related to the gear 
mesh frequency or shaft frequencies. See Appendix C for FFT for faulty cases.  
Figures (6.17) and (6.18) represent the total energy plots obtained using the TE method for 
baseline gear and gear suffering from tooth breakage of 25 and 85% for the two different 
housings and rotational speeds 550 and 850 rpm. As can be seen, there is no consistent growth 
in energy from baseline with fault condition for two covers.  
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Figure 6-17 Normalized feature intensity level of experimental signals using aluminium cover at 550 rpm; 
1,2,3 are indicated the condition of the gear 
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Figure 6-18 Normalized feature intensity level of experimental signals using steel cover at 850 rpm; 1,2,3 
are indicated the condition of the gear 
The energy levels were calculated for the test rig (machine) at the two drive speeds. There was 
a decrease in TE with the introduction of the first fault for both covers at 550 and 850 rpm but, 
as can be seen in the figures, the TE then increase slightly for the second fault. Even though 
total energy and EMD have provided the possibility of online CM for detecting crack initiation 
in wind turbine blades [5, 145], no clear relationship is shown between gear fault severity and 
the energy levels in the vibration signals from the gears in our test rig. This method appears 
not to provide the possibility of a useful maintenance strategy for detecting defects in a gear 
based on conventional signal measurement (at least for this case).  
6.12 Summary  
In general, failure detection using frequency domain analysis can be achieved by monitoring 
two parameters in the spectrum. The first is variation in the amplitude of a particular frequency 
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such as the appearance of the characteristic frequencies associated with bearing faults and the 
second is changes in the structure of sidebands in the spectrum. 
FFT has been applied to transform the signal into time domain and to determine the frequency 
of each component. As can be seen from Figures (6.3) to (6.6), the FFT does not show 
frequencies related to components such as shaft and gear, and their side bands because these 
frequencies may be hidden due to noise. The FFT approach does not appear to be able to 
distinguish the spectral responses between the different signals.  
However, low pass filter has been used in frequency domain to filter the signal, after which the 
signals transformed to time domain and subjected to statistical parameters. The results show 
that kurtosis could be effective for the one housing and not for another which means that the 
effect of the housing may have not been removed. Thus, other parameters are not likely to be 
effective for fault detection.  
The statistical analysis of the time-domain signal (after filtered) from baseline and faulty 
gearboxes shows that for the statistical parameters used, there is limited information that could 
be extracted about the condition of the spur gear from the vibration signal time domain 
waveform. More advanced signal processing EMD and TE were also applied to the measured 
signal to detect the gear defects. However, the result of the combination between EMD and TE 
methods was shown that they are unlikely to be able to detect and diagnose broken tooth gear 
faults.  
The condition of the spur gear was assessed using various vibration signal analysis techniques 
including statistical measures and advanced methods. The results, however, show that there is 
no correlation between the severity of the fault and the parameters for the aluminium and steel 
housings. This lock of the correlation could be because of the effect of the housing. To 
overcome this problem, the inverse approach (blocked force) will be introduced and used. The 
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following chapter will test this approach in order to determine whether it   has the potential to 
be effective for CM purposes.  
145 
 
Chapter 7 
 
7  Fault identification based on gear mesh blocked forces 
 
 
 
In the previous chapter, acceleration signals were used in an attempt to identify the most 
suitable signal processing method for determining the faults in gears. In this chapter, instead 
of the direct acceleration signals, indirect signals are used for identifying the presence of a 
fault. The statistical parameters kurtosis and crest factor as well as the more advanced method 
(total energy) are applied to these indirect signals. The results are compared to those obtained 
from the direct acceleration signals in the previous chapter. 
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7.1 Introduction 
The signals normally measured for CM purposes originate from internal forces, such as gear 
mesh forces, bearing forces etc. which generate the initial disturbance somewhere inside the 
machine housing. As previously explained these forces cannot, generally, be measured directly 
which means the measured signals initiated by the internal forces will be modified by the 
properties of the housing, particularly housing resonances which may be considered to 
contaminate the signal of interest. For example, consider the same gears installed in two 
housings of different materials such as aluminium and steel; different vibration signals will be 
measured from sensors placed on the housings, but the differences are due the housing 
properties and not the source that generated them. Different monitoring points on the same 
housing will also yield different signals for the same source. We can argue, therefore, that we 
would obtain more direct information about the fault if the effect of the housing could be 
removed. The resulting signal could then be analysed by any convenient signal processing 
method.  
The blocked force represents the force required to constrain a mechanical interface such that 
its velocity is zero. It was shown by Moorhouse, et al., [105] that blocked force signals may be 
obtained in-situ through an inverse method, similar to that used in standard inverse force 
identification [110]. Hence, in this chapter we investigate the potential for using an approach 
based on blocked force signals rather than acceleration. The approach will be used in 
conjunction with conventional signal features such as kurtosis and crest factor, in order to help 
identify faults in the gear.  
The aim of this chapter is to employ the same approach for the indirect measurement of blocked 
forces at the gear mesh point in a gearbox and, to use the acquired blocked force signals in the 
identification of seeded faults.   
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The flowchart in Figure (7.1) shows the process of the experimental tests for blocked force 
measurements for CM. It should be noted that all processing should be done in the frequency 
domain to calculate the BF signal. Once the obtained blocked force signal has been validated, 
it is filtered using low pass filter in frequency domain as mentioned in section 4.5. After that, 
the signal is transformed to the time domain and elementary statistical parameters (kurtosis and 
crest factor) used to assess the signal. Subsequently a more advanced parameter (total energy) 
is applied. 
 
Figure 7-1 Scheme flowchart of the inverse process. Some signal processing techniques are applied to the 
obtained blocked force signals (Yes indicates that the fault has been detected, No indicates that the fault 
has not been detected, so, process starts again)   
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7.2 Case study  
The aim of this work is to apply blocked force signals to identify faults in a gear. To do this we 
will first acquire the blocked forces at the gear mesh using the inverse procedure described in 
Chapter 4. However, before applying this method as a CM technique, there needs to be an 
assessment of the quality of the blocked forces to make sure they are suitable. As this was done 
using the on-board validation procedure described in Chapter 5, more experiments will be 
conducted using two different housings and same speeds to calculate and validate blocked force 
for second housing. Following this, the obtained blocked force signals are filtered using the 
low pass filter and then CM techniques are applied to blocked force signals and comparisons 
made against conventional methods. The proposed approach will be applied at two rotational 
speeds (550 rom and 850 rpm) for a baseline assembly, with no seeded gear faults, and 
assemblies where 25% and 85% of a gear tooth was removed, as in Figure (4.4). 
The experimental data was collected using the test rig described in Chapter 4 and two covers 
were used to provide two housings as in Figure (4.6). In this chapter, the procedure for blocked 
force measurement is different to the acceleration measurement. As mentioned previously, to 
obtain the blocked force signal, a two-stage measurement procedure must be conducted.  
It was shown in Chapter 5 that the blocked forces of a gearbox test rig (vibration source) could 
be obtained whilst it is coupled to a receiver with no need to dismantle the source-receiver 
assembly. This was done by exciting the contact points to gain the accelerance matrix at the 
mesh points whilst the operational acceleration of the source was measured while the source is 
still assembled to receiver but the accelerometers mounted on the interface were removed. The 
idea here is to extend the measurement to calculate and validate the blocked force using 
different covers (to provide two different housing) and different speeds. 
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7.3 Blocked force measurement 
As mentioned in section (5.6) two-stage measurement procedure has been conducted to obtain 
the blocked force signal using different assemblies, see figure (5.12). The accelerance and 
acceleration were measured using the same procedure which done for first assembly.  
Again, the measured acceleration signals are transformed into the frequency domain and 
multiplied by the inverse accelerance matrix to calculate the blocked force, as per Eqs.(3.25). 
As explained previously it is well known that inverse methods, such as the blocked force 
characterisation, are notoriously sensitive to the effects of ill conditioning. Having obtained 
blocked force in frequency domian, low pass filter is applied to filter the signal above 1000 Hz. 
After filtered the obtained blocked force signal, it is then transformed into time domain and 
parameters namely, Kurtosis, crest factor and total energy applied. 
It is thus important to assess the quality of the acquired blocked forces before applying any CM 
methods using different housing. This may be done using on-board validation, see Sections 
5.3.4, 5.5.3 and 5.6.3.  
7.3.1 On-board validation 
The on-board validation of blocked force involves predicting a reference operational response 
(using the acquired blocked force), and comparing it against the directly measured reference 
response. This comparison, such as presented in Figures (5.14) and (5.15), allows for a visual 
assessment of the blocked forces predictive capabilities and indicates the quality of the blocked 
forces themselves.  
To further assess the quality of the acquired blocked force, the aluminium housing cover was 
replaced by the steel cover and the blocked force for the latter was obtained and validated using 
the same inverse procedure.  
Having calculated the blocked force, Eq. (3.26) is used to obtain the predicted acceleration. 
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For completeness, two sets of blocked forces are used, one from the original test rig, and the 
other from the test rig modified by using a different top cover on the housing. 
Figures (7.2) and (7.3) present the on-board validations for the initial test rig running at 550 
and 850 rpm, respectively. As can be seen, there is a good level of agreement across the 
majority of the frequency range. This suggests that most of the contributing DoF have been 
accounted for.   
 
   Figure 7-2 On-board validation results of two blocked forces using aluminium cover. The blue line is the 
predicted acceleration. Red line is the measured acceleration at 550 rpm 
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  Figure 7-3 On-board validation results of two blocked forces using steel cover. The blue line is the 
predicted acceleration. Red line is the measured acceleration at 850 rpm 
Consider an active component, such as a gear, which develops a fault when installed in a 
specific housing. The forces generated by the component contain the effects of the fault, which 
can be picked up in the housing vibration signature. However, even if the fault component 
signal can be separated from those of other active components, the fault signature is still 
coloured by the dynamic properties of the housing.  
Having obtained the blocked force signal, whether for baseline or faulty conditions, it is then 
filtered and transformed to the time domain subjected to parameters (Kurtosis, crest factor and 
total energy) to identify the condition of the machine. In the following sections, statistical 
parameters and TE are applied to filtered obtained BF signals after transforming them into time 
domain to detect faults. 
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7.4  Blocked force time domain signals 
For illustrative purposes, the time domain blocked force signals for baseline and faulty 
conditions at a speed of 550 rpm are shown in Figure (7.4). Such signals are representative of 
those typically encountered in CM and highlight the need for statistical identification methods.  
 
Figure 7-4 Blocked force time-domain signals. Blue is the baseline signal, black is for 25% tooth fault and 
red is for 85% tooth fault. All at 550 rpm 
 
7.5 Comparison of statistical features 
In this section, the kurtosis and crest factor were applied to the obtained blocked force signal 
at the gear mesh region. The same methods were adopted as when these measures are part of 
standard CM procedures applied to operational measurements.  
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7.5.1 Kurtosis and crest factor result based on blocked force signals 
Figures (7.5) and (7.6) show the kurtosis values for the time domain blocked force signals for 
the aluminium ‘‘First housing’’ and steel ‘‘Second housing’’ housings at 550 and 850 rpm. As 
can be seen, this parameter varies with defect length in a consistent way compared to the results 
for kurtosis shown in Figures (6.7) and (6.8).  
 
 Figure 7-5 Kurtosis for blocked force signals using two aluminium and steel covers. 1, 2 and 3 are 
referred to baseline, 25% tooth fault and 85% tooth fault respectively. The blue line is for the aluminium 
cover and the red for the steel cover, at 550 rpm 
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Figure 7-6 Kurtosis for blocked force signals using two aluminium and steel covers. 1, 2 and 3 are 
referred to baseline, 25% tooth fault and 85% tooth fault respectively. The blue line is for the aluminium 
cover and the red for the steel cover, at 850 rpm 
However, figures (7.5) and (7.6) show that the effect of the housing has been almost removed 
which means that the blocked force method can be used to remove what the low pass filter 
could not do. 
Figures (7.7) and (7.8) show the values for the crest factor for both housings at speeds 550 and 
850 rpm, respectively. Again, a consistent and increasing trend can be observed which suggests 
that CF is likely to be useful for detecting tooth defects in gears; at least for blocked force 
signals.   
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Figure 7-7 CF for blocked force signals using aluminium and steel covers. 1, 2 and 3 are referred to 
baseline, 25% tooth fault and 85% tooth fault respectively. The blue line is for the aluminium cover and 
the red for the steel cover, at 550 rpm 
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Figure 7-8 CF for blocked force signals using aluminium and steel covers. 1, 2 and 3 are referred to 
baseline, 25% tooth fault and 85% tooth fault respectively. The blue line is for the aluminium cover and 
the red for the steel cover, at 850 rpm 
The results presented in Figures (7.5) to (7.8) suggest that kurtosis and crest factor are more 
likely to be effective in diagnosing gear system defects when used with blocked force signals, 
as opposed to standard acceleration signals. This is thought to be because the effect of the 
housing is removed, leaving behind a signal which describes more closely the fault. It should 
be noted that in the comparison between the blocked force kurtosis and crest factor with the 
kurtosis and crest factor obtained directly from the housing acceleration, the former is more 
consistent with what we would expect for an increasing magnitude of defect, which suggests 
that they would be an effective diagnostic. This suggests that the kurtosis and crest factor 
applied to blocked force are likely to be effective in diagnosing gear system defects, at least 
for this case. The above results are summarized in Table 7.1 where the kurtosis and crest factor 
of blocked force and acceleration signals are given for the different levels of fault.  
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Table 7-1 Comparison between values of statistical parameters for baseline and faulty gears based on 
acceleration and BF signals. 
 
 
Parameter 
 
 
 
Condition 
of gear (% 
tooth 
removed) 
 
values of statistical parameters form acceleration & Blocked force signals  
Acceleration BF Acceleration BF 
Alum Steel Alum Steel Alum Steel Alum Steel 
550  
rpm 
550 
rpm 
550 
rpm 
 
550 
rpm 
850 
rpm 
 
850 
rpm 
 850 
 rpm 
 
850 
rpm 
 
Baseline 5.1 3.9 3.3 3.2 5.1 4 2.8 2.9 
 
25% 4.5 4.2 3.6 3.5 5.5 3.5 2.9 2.9 
 
85% 4.6 7.1 3.7 5.6 4.8 5.9 3.6 3.4 
 
Baseline 7.8 6 3.6 3.6 7.1 5.9 3.8 3.7 
25% 5.6 5.5 3.9 4.7 7.9 4.9 4.4 4.3 
85% 5.4 8.3 4.3 5.4 7 6.8 5.3 4.6 
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The tables 7.2 and 7.3 show the ratio of kurtosis and crest factor based on acceleration and BF 
signals using two assemblies. 
Table 7-2 Ratio of kurtosis values for baseline and faulty gears based on acceleration and BF signals for 
two different assemblies (Ka and Ks are kurtosis of the aluminium and the steel housing result). 
 
Kurtosis  
Ratio  of Acceleration  
      Ka/Ks 
Ratio of BF  
 Ka/Ks  
Baseline 1.3  1 
25% 1.1 1 
85% 0.65 0.7 
Average  1 1 
Baseline 1.3 0.9 
25% 1.5 1 
85% 0.81 1 
  Average                           1.2 1 
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Table 7-3 Ratio of crest factor values for baseline and faulty gears based on acceleration and BF signals 
for two different assemblies (CFa and CFs are crest factor of the aluminium and the steel housing result). 
 
CF 
Ratio  of Acceleration  
      CFa/CFs 
Ratio of BF  
CFa/CFs  
Baseline 1.3 1 
25% 1 0.8 
85% 0.65 0.8 
Average  0.9 0.9 
Baseline 1.2 1 
25% 1.6 1 
85% 1 1.2 
Average                         1.3 1 
 
In theory, the fault is a property of the gear not the assembly. Thus, the BF should be the same 
from the different assemblies. Considering the assumption applied and experimental 
uncertainties, we would not expect it to be prefect straight line, but the fact that it is more linear 
than acceleration signals suggests that the fault has been independently characterised. It shows 
the independent property of assemblies and identifying the fault without the effect of the 
housing. Furthermore, the variation in the BF kurtosis and crest factor, between different 
assemblies, is less than in the acceleration signals. 
To confirm the advantages of using the in-situ blocked force for CM, especially for detection 
of tooth faults, more advanced parameter (total energy) was used. 
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7.6 Total energy result based on blocked force signals 
In this section, more advanced method has been applied to further investigate the result 
obtained above using kurtosis and crest factor. Figures (7.9) and (7.10) represent total energy 
for baseline gear and gear suffering tooth breakage of 25% and 85% for rotational speeds 550 
and 850 rpm, based on blocked force signals.  
    
 
Figure 7-9 Total energy method for blocked force signals using aluminium and steel covers at speed 550  
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Figure 7-10 Total energy method for blocked force signals using aluminium and steel covers at speed 850 
rpm 
As can be seen, there is a clear trend in the relationship between the fault severity and the 
energy levels for both housings at 550 and 850 rpm. The curve gradually rises as more of the 
tooth is removed. This method appears to provide a possibly of detecting defects in a gear, 
based on the inverse signal (blocked force signal). The results show that total energy applied 
to BF signals is suitable for diagnosing faults in gears, at least for this case study.  
7.7 Summary  
This chapter has investigated the potential of use of inversely determined blocked force in 
condition monitoring of gears for the detection of broken tooth faults. Experimental work was 
carried out using a baseline spur gear and one suffering from 25% and 85% tooth removal for 
a single tooth.  
This study has produced a promising approach that could be used to help with detecting and, 
possibly, diagnosing tooth breakage in a spur gear. The approach is to use the inversely 
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acquired in-situ blocked force which requires a two-stage measurement procedure to obtain the 
blocked force signal.  
The acquired blocked forces were assessed through an on-board validation procedure for the 
second assembly, the results of which suggested that they were sufficiently precise. Obtained 
blocked force signals were filtered (using low pass filter as described in section 4.5) and then 
transformed into the time domain and subjected to the parameters kurtosis, crest factor and 
total energy.    
The agreement in the blocked forces obtained with both aluminium and steel housings (which 
theoretically should be the same) was good and much more similar than the directly measured 
accelerations. Blocked force values were also more consistent and in agreement with what 
would be expected from increased tooth damage. The results show that the kurtosis, crest factor 
and total energy applied to blocked force signals are more likely to be sensitive and effective 
in diagnosing a faulty gear compared to result obtained for same parameters applied directly to 
the measured acceleration after using the filter.  
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Chapter 8 
8 Contribution to knowledge, Achievements, Conclusions and 
Recommendations  
 
 
This chapter presents the contributions to knowledge made by this thesis. It summarises the 
achievements of the research project and explains how the objectives stated in Section 1.8 were 
attained. The chapter concludes the study with recommendations for further work.  
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8.1 Introduction  
Here, before concluding, we refer back to the aim of this work, which is testing the use of the 
blocked force method to determine if it has a significant advantage over acceleration measured 
directly on machine housing for CM purposes, specifically the detection of fault signals from 
a gearbox.   
Seeded faults in a gear generated vibration; the vibration signature carried useful information 
about the health of the gearbox and was used in this project to identify the presence of a defect 
in the test rig spur gear. However, the vibration signal will also contain information concerning 
structural (housing) resonances, bearings and gear meshing frequencies as well as random 
noise.  Different techniques were used to detect the presence of the seeded gear faults in these 
distorted and noisy signals;   
 Time domain methods including statistical analysis of the signal,  
 Frequency domain techniques including FFT, and   
 Empirical mode decomposition and total energy. 
This project included the design and construction of a test rig that allowed the simulation of 
different severities of a given defect in a spur gear. Signals from this test rig were analysed 
using time and frequency domain tools. A new approach, the so-called in-situ blocked force is 
presented. The obtained blocked force signals for baseline and faulty conditions were validated 
and the same analytical techniques were applied as to the time domain signals. The different 
sets of results have been compared to ones obtained from the direct signals. 
8.2  Contribution to knowledge 
The contributions to knowledge made by this research project are:  
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The first contribution is the demonstration of the use of in-situ blocked force to characterize 
gear mesh interactions. A measured characteristic of the source independent of its surroundings 
can be acquired using this blocked force approach. 
The second contribution is to have successfully used this blocked force to provide a (blocked 
force) signal for the effective detection of broken gear tooth faults. This method has the great 
advantage that it removes the effect of the housing and transmission paths on the signal, and 
provides a more reliable signal for condition monitoring.  
8.3 Conventional measurement  
This study presents vibration-based fault detection for a spur gear using simple statistical 
parameters. Advanced signal processing methods (a combination of EMD-Total energy of the 
meshing frequency band) were also used to extract features from the experimental data 
collected. A practical vibration measurement system consisting of accelerometers and data 
recorders was employed.   
FFT was applied to transform the time signal into frequency domain. After that, the low pass 
filter has been applied to filtered signal (see section 4.5). The filter has been used in frequency 
domain and then the filtered signal was transformed to time domain. The statistical parameters 
kurtosis, crest factor, RMS and skewness were then applied to filtered time domain signal to 
detect varying degrees of tooth breakage. These parameters may be used on their own for fault 
detection; however, their sensitivity has been shown to be poor for the given fault conditions. 
Even though the kurtosis shown good trends for the one assembly and one speed, they did not 
change or create a trend that would indicate failure in the stages of faults and were unable to 
provide any reliable diagnostic information. Moreover, the noise might be removed or reduced 
but the effect of the housing seems to be remains. Thus, the more advanced methods were 
applied.  
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EMD was used to decompose the signal into IMFs, and the FFT was applied to produce the 
spectra of each IMF, and total energy was calculated for the meshing frequency and its 
sidebands. The results show, at least for this case study, these methods were not effective in 
detecting defects in the gear, neither at a stage (25% removed) nor when fully developed (85%) 
when using the directly measured acceleration.  
8.4 Inverse measurement  
In order to achieve the aim of the thesis, inverse measurements were necessary. To begin with, 
accelerance was measured and verified for each measurement as described in Chapter 5. After 
that, the acceleration was measured in frequency domain using the hammer as in section (5.5), 
after which the measured ‘acceleration’ was combined with accelernace to calculate blocked 
force signal. For second step, the acceleration was measured by operating the moor as in section 
(5.6) and in this case, the acceleration was transformed into the frequency domain and 
combined with the inverse accelerance matrix to calculate the blocked force signal. Once 
obtained the blocked force signal for first case, it is then used to predict acceleration for 
validation purposes. For section case, the obtained blocked force signal is filtered and then 
transformed into the time domain. The simple and advanced parameters were then applied to 
investigate the use of the inverse measurement for CM purposes. 
Kurtosis, crest factor and total energy were applied to the filtered blocked force time domain 
signals and compared to the results obtained based on acceleration signals. It was shown that 
parameters applied to the BF signals are more effective in showing clear trends of detecting 
the faults in gear than applied to the acceleration signal. 
8.5 Summary  
It should be noted that this study has demonstrated that an inverse method, combined with 
conventional use of statistical features of the signal, provided clearer trends than the same 
parameters based on acceleration signals (filtered signals).  
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A method is proposed that can substantially reduce, or even remove the effect of the housing 
along the transmission path and which contaminates the source signal. The vibration that is 
measured on the machine housing will be a combination of the characteristics of the source 
signal (which contains the fault information) and the characteristics of the elements forming 
the transmission path and, of course, the housing on which the sensors were placed.  
If these unwanted effects are removed from the accelerometer signal, such that the blocked 
force is specific to a source, then the signal processing techniques might more reliably detect 
and even diagnose the faults for specific component. 
This research has demonstrated that vibration parameters such as TE, kurtosis or crest factor 
based on the filtered blocked force signals are more reliable and robust for the detection of 
developing tooth breakage. These results have shown the possibility of using an inverse method 
for rotating machinery condition monitoring.  
8.6 Conclusions 
This research has described the application of blocked force signals to the condition monitoring 
of gears for the detection of faults.  
For the noise contaminated vibration signals collected from the test rig, simple statistical 
parameters (kurtosis and crest factor) were insufficient for fault detection. This study has 
introduced a promising new approach to detect tooth breakage in a spur gear. The proposed 
approach makes use of the blocked force to remove the effect of housing resonances. 
A two-stage measurement was used to obtain the blocked force signals. The blocked force 
signals were filtered and transformed into the time domain and subject to the parameters 
(kurtosis, crest factor and total energy). One of the main aims achieved is that a way of 
obtaining the blocked forces for a gear mesh has been developed and implemented.  
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Blocked force CM gave kurtosis, crest factor and TE values that were more consistent and in 
agreement with what would be expected from increased tooth damage. The results of these 
parameters based on the blocked force show promise for use in the field of CM for fault 
detection. 
8.7 Recommendations (Future Work)  
The result presented in this thesis show that kurtosis, crest factor and total energy applied to 
the blocked force signals are promising tools for fault detection, at least for gearboxes. 
However, there is a need to determine whether the inverse method is suitable for detecting 
faults in other items of interest such as motor, bearings, etc.  
It is worth to mention here that the method has been tried out in small gearbox in the lab while 
in theory same measurement can be applied in the field in large structures. Other need practical 
difficulties which may expect you will need to open the machine and put the accelerometers 
inside to measure FRF while it is shut down which means that everything should be quiet to 
perform this work.  
Moreover, there are some difficulties which should be considered: the measurements process 
is longer and the amount of the required equipment for performing the measurements such as 
the number of the accelerometers, the NetdB software, the type of hammer and others. 
However, before applying this method in large structures (machines), it is necessary to apply 
it with consideration on the following suggestions. 
Possible future work that could improve condition monitoring and fault detection in rotating 
machine systems based on inverse measurement. 
 The suggestions are:  
 Having tested the method in the laboratory on small gearbox, would be to apply it to a 
real machine.  
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 Additional and different faults should be introduced into the gear and other components. 
 The focus of the research could be extended to include all rotating machine parts. 
 Vary the load on the gearbox. 
 Use high speed gearboxes. 
 Use combinations of faults. 
170 
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Appendix (A) 
Review of matrix notation and properties  
Review of matrix notation and properties is represented in this appendix. For a 
comprehensive treatment, see literature [146].  
1. Definitions 
An mx1 column vector x is defined as: 
x𝑚x1 = (
𝑥1
⋮
𝑥𝑚
) 
An mxn matrix ?̅? is defined as: 
?̅?𝑚𝑥𝑛 = (
𝑎11 𝑎12 … 𝑎1𝑛
𝑎21 𝑎22 ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑎𝑚1 𝑎𝑚2 … 𝑎𝑚𝑛
) 
Transposed matrix ?̅?
𝐓
 and Hermitian transpose𝐇𝐇: 
?̅?
𝐓
= (
𝑎11 𝑎12 … 𝑎1𝑛
𝑎21 𝑎22 ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑎𝑚1 𝑎𝑚2 … 𝑎𝑚𝑛
)  ?̅?
𝐇
= (?̅?
∗
)
𝐓
= (
𝑎∗11 𝑎
∗
12 … 𝑎
∗
1𝑛
𝑎∗21 𝑎
∗
22 ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑎∗𝑚1 𝑎
∗
𝑚2 … 𝑎
∗
𝑚𝑛
) 
 
 Identity matrix I and diagonal matrix S: 
𝐈𝑛x𝑛 = (
1 0 … 0
0 1 ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 … 1
)   𝐒𝑛x𝑛 = (
𝜎11 0 … 0
0 𝜎22 ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 … 𝜎𝑛𝑛
) 
Symmetric matrix: 
?̅? = ?̅?
𝐓
 
Orthogonal matrix: 
?̅? = ?̅?
−𝐓
 
Unitary matrix: 
?̅? = (?̅?
∗
)
−𝐓
 
The inverse ?̅?
−𝟏
 of an nxn matrix ?̅? is defined such that  
?̅?
−𝟏
?̅? = ?̅??̅?
−𝟏
=  𝐈  
The norm of a vector or matrix is a measure of their length or size. Various definitions exist; 
one of the most important is the p-norm: 
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‖𝑥‖p = (∑|𝑥𝑖|
𝑝
𝑛
𝑖=1
)
1/𝑝
 
‖H‖p  =  max𝑥≠0
‖H𝑥‖p
‖𝑥‖p
 
Setting p=2 give the Euclidean vector norm and the spectral matrix norm: 
‖𝑥‖2 = √xHx =  √|𝑥1|2 + ⋯|𝑥𝑛|2 
 
‖A‖2 = √𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥(A
HA)
= 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑥(H) 
The rank of a matrix indicates the number of linearly independent rows or columns 
A. 2 matrix identities 
Matrices must conform for multiplication: 
?̅?mxn znxp = Cmxp 
Some important relationships regarding inverse and transposed matrices [146]: 
 
(𝐇𝐳)− = 𝐳−𝟏 ?̅?
−𝟏
 
(?̅?𝐳𝐂)
−
= 𝐂−𝟏𝐳−𝟏 ?̅?
−𝟏
 
(?̅?
𝐓
)
−𝟏
= (?̅?
−𝟏
)
𝐓
 
 (?̅? + 𝐳)
𝐓
= ?̅?
𝐓
+ 𝐳𝐓 
(?̅?𝐳)
𝐓
= 𝐳𝐓 ?̅?
𝐓
 
(?̅?𝐳𝐂)
𝐓
= 𝐂𝐓𝐳𝐓 ?̅?
𝐓
 
(?̅?
−𝟏
+ 𝐳−𝟏)
−𝟏
= ?̅?(?̅? + 𝐳)−𝟏  
= 𝐳(?̅? + 𝐳)−𝟏?̅? 
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Appendix (B) 
Blocked forces based on an artificial excitation   
Figures below show the reciprocities of some accelrances  
 
Reciprocity of two accelerances 𝐀𝟏,𝟓 and  𝐀𝟓,𝟏 
 
Reciprocity of two accelerances 𝐀𝟖,𝟏𝟎 and  𝐀𝟏𝟎,𝟖 
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Blocked forces based on real operational data  
 
Reciprocity of two accelerances 𝐀𝟑,𝟓 and  𝐀𝟓,𝟑  
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Appendix (C) 
The following figures show the Decomposed signals for first and second fault using the 
aluminium cover at 550 rpm and FFT plots of each IMF. 
 
 
Decomposition of experimental gear vibration signal into intrinsic mode functions for faulty condition 
using aluminium cover at 550 rpm 
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Fast Fourier transform applied on each IMF; aluminium cover, for first and second fault respectively at 
550 rpm  
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The following figures show the Decomposed signals for first and second fault using the 
aluminium cover at 850 rpm and FFT plots of each IMF. 
 
Decomposition of experimental gear vibration signal into intrinsic mode functions for faulty condition 
using aluminium cover at 850 rpm 
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Fast Fourier transform applied on each IMF; aluminium cover, for first and second fault respectively at 
850 rpm  
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The following figures show the Decomposed signals for first and second fault using the steel 
cover at 550 rpm and FFT plots of each IMF. 
   
 
Decomposition of experimental gear vibration signal into intrinsic mode functions for faulty condition 
using steel cover at 550 rpm 
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Fast Fourier transform applied on each IMF; steel cover, for first and second fault respectively at 550 
rpm  
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The following figures show the Decomposed signals for first and second fault using the steel 
cover at 850 rpm and FFT plots of each IMF. 
 
 
Decomposition of experimental gear vibration signal into intrinsic mode functions for faulty condition using steel cover at 850 
rpm 
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Fast Fourier transform applied on each IMF; steel cover, for first and second fault respectively at 850 
rpm  
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The figures show the Blocked force signals for first assembly and at two different speeds 
(550 and 850rpm) 
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The figures show the Blocked force signals for the second assembly and at two different 
speeds (550 and 850rpm) 
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